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Singlet oxygen (1O2) oxidatively generated damage of DNA gives rise to mutagenesis, 
carcinogenesis, and cellular death.  Guanine is the most susceptible DNA target of 1O2.  The related 
process has been studied over three decades but the mechanism has remained elusive.  My thesis 
research has focused on reaction mechanism, dynamics and kinetics of 1O2 oxidation of guanine, 
9-methylguanine and guanine-cytosine base pair, from the gas-phase bare ions, through hydrated 
clusters, to aqueous solution.  Various techniques have been adapted in the work, including 1O2 
generation and detection, guided-ion beam tandem mass spectrometry, gas-phase ion-molecule 
scattering, and on-line spectroscopy and mass spectrometry measurement of solution kinetics.  
Experimental measurements, corroborated by electronic structure calculations, Rice-Ramsperger-
Kassel-Marcus (RRKM) theory and direct dynamics trajectory simulations, have provided insights 
into the 1O2 oxidation chemistry of guanine.  Four projects have been completed, and each of which 
is described below. 
In the first project, ion-molecule scattering mass spectrometry was utilized to capture unstable 
	 v
endoperoxides in the collisions of hydrated guanine ions (protonated or deprotonated) with 1O2 at 
ambient temperature.  Theoretical calculations have strongly supported an intermediate structure 
of 5,8-endoperoxide rather than 4,8-endoperoxide was proposed in literature.  Protonation and 
deprotonation of reactants in the gas phase, vis-à-vis acidic and basic media in solution reactions, 
lead to different oxidation chemistries starting from initial stage.  This project has pieced together 
reaction mechanisms and dynamics data concerning the early stage of 1O2 induced guanine 
oxidation, which is missing from conventional condensed-phase studies. 
In the second experiment of this thesis, gas-phase dry and monohydrated 9-methylguanine 
(9MG) was utilized as a model compound to examine the early stage oxidation mechanism and 
dynamics of the guanine nucleoside.  Different levels of theory, including Multi-referential 
CASSCF and CASMP2, were applied for a reliable description of the early-stage reaction potential 
surface (PES).  The oxidation of protonated 9MG is initiated by the formation of a 5,8-
endoperoxide via a concerted cycloaddition as protonated guanine.  In contrast, the initial stage of 
deprotonated 9MG oxidation switches to an addition of O2 to the C8 position only.  The 
comparison between the 1O2 oxidation of ionized guanine and 9-methylguanine indicates that the 
N9-substitution not only affects the reaction mechanism but inhibits the reactivity of guanine 
toward 1O2.  
In the third project, a solution-phase kinetic and mechanistic study of 1O2 oxidation of guanine 
and 9MG was examined at pH 3.0, 7.0 and 10.0, respectively.  Oxidation products and the 
branching ratio were determined, with each structure inferred from collision-induced dissociation 
(CID) mass spectra.  In basic and neutral solutions, the oxidation products of guanine and 9MG 
are dominated by spiroiminodihydantoin (Sp), whereas in acidic solution guanidinohydantoin (Gh) 
is the favored product, showing strong pH dependence of oxidation.  gem-diol intermediate, which 
	 vi
serves as the precursor for the formation of Gh, was detected.  On the basis of solution 
compositions at each pH, first-order rate constants for individual oxidizable species were 
extracted.  That is 3.2  3.6  106 M-1·s-1 for deprotonated guanine, 1.1  106 and 4.6  4.9  107 
M-1·s-1 for neutral and deprotonated 9MG, respectively.  Guided by density functional theory-
calculated reaction potential energy surfaces, transition state theory (TST) was applied to evaluate 
the kinetics of the 1O2 addition to guanine and 9MG.  The comparison of TST predictions with 
experiment assures that initial 1O2 addition is the rate-limiting for oxidation, and all of the end 
products evolve from ensuring endoperoxides and/or peroxides which form at an efficiency of  
2.5% based on previous measurements of the same systems in the gas phase.   
In the last project, an experimental and trajectory study was reported, focusing on the 1O2 
oxidation of gas-phase deprotonated guanine-cytosine base pair [G·C – H]– that is composed of 
9HG·[C – H]– and 7HG·[C – H]– (pairing 9H- or 7H-guanine with N1-deprotonated cytosine), and 
9HG·[C – H]–_PT and 7HG·[C – H]–_PT (formed by intra-base-pair proton transfer from guanine 
N1 to the N3 of [C – H]–).  Guided-ion-beam mass spectrometry was used to measure the 
conformer-averaged product and cross section for [G·C – H]– + 1O2.  1O2 collision dynamics with 
each of the four conformers was simulated at B3LYP/6-31G(d), to explicate conformation-specific 
reactivities and changes upon and after oxidation.  Trajectories showed that 9HG-containing base 
pairs favor stepwise formation of 4,8-endoperoxide of guanine, whereas 7HG-containing base 
pairs prefer concerted formation of guanine 5,8-endoperoxide.  Oxidation entangles with intra-
base-pair proton transfer, and prefers to occur during the time when the base pair adopts a proton-
transferred structure.  Guided by trajectories, reaction PESs were established using spin-projected 
density functional theory.  PESs indicate that proton-transferred base-pair conformers have lower 
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Chapter 1  
Introduction and Background 
 
1.1  Oxidative stress of guanine caused by singlet oxygen (1O2) 
Oxidatively generated damage of DNA is deleterious if left unrepaired, giving rise to 
mutagenesis, carcinogenesis, and cellular lethality.1  For example, one primary oxidation product 
of guanine base, 8-oxoguanine (OG), may cause unnatural base pairing with adenine during 
replication, giving GC  OGA  TA transversion, which is a potentially somatic mutation in 
cancers and other human neurological disorders like Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s disease.2  
Moreover, secondary oxidation of OG will lead to DNA-protein cross-links,3 which would 
interrupt many bioprocesses such as DNA transcription and replication.     
One of the most common endogenous reactive oxygen species in human body is singlet oxygen 
(O2, a1g).  Molecular oxygen has a distinctive electronic configuration that the ground state is 
triplet state, with two parallel-spin electrons, and its reactions with most molecules in singlet state 
are spin-forbidden.  Singlet oxygen is the first excited state of molecular oxygen, which lies 0.98 
eV4 higher in energy than the low-lying triplet electronic state.  In physiological conditions, 1O2 
can be generated either via energy transfer to the ground-state 3O2 (i.e., photosensitization5), or by 
a range of reactions mediated by heme proteins, lipoxygenases, activated leukocytes, and radical 
termination reactions.6  The reactions of 1O2 with electron-rich singlet organic molecules, however, 
are spin-allowed, giving peroxides as immediate product.7   
Guanine has the lowest reduction potential among the four DNA bases (adenine A, thymine T, 
cytosine C and guanine G)8, resulting that guanine nucleoside is the most susceptible target 
attacked 1O2.  The next section summarizes oxidation products observed in various conditions, the 
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literature mechanism and experimental evidence of the related intermediates. 
1.2  Literature review of the 1O2 oxidation mechanism of guanine 
1.2.1 Oxidation pathways and products of guanine under various conditions 
Figure 1.1 summarizes the literature work on the oxidation of the guanine nucleoside.9  
Deoxyguanosine (1) (short as dGuo) in DNA.  Under physiological conditions, dGuo could 
undergo oxidation reactions with 1O2 and result in various intermediates and products.  The 
guanine moiety is first attacked by 1O2 on the imidazole ring through a [4+2] Diels-Alder 
cycloaddition, forming a transient endoperoxide intermediate (2), and then quickly converts to 
hydroperoxide 8-OOHdGuo (4a).  In cellular DNA, 4a is assumed to be reduced to 8-OHdGuo 
(5a) and then to 8-oxo-7,8-dihydrodeoxyguanosine (OdGuo, 5b) via keto-enol tautomerization 
especially with the existence of reductive species like Fe2+.10  In isolated nucleosides, 4a undergoes 
dehydration to OdGuoox (4b), and then rehydration to 5-OHOdGuo (4c).  Conversion of 4c is pH-
dependent.  The formation of spiroiminodihydantoin (dSp, 4d) from 4c becomes predominant in 
basic conditions through acyl shift.11  Under acidic conditions, the conversion from 4c to gem-diol 
(4e) intermediate via the addition of a water molecule is favored, and the subsequent 
decarboxylation leads to the formation of guanidinohydantoin (dGh, 4f).9f, 12  Note that Cadet et 
al. have reported the detection of 4-OHOdGuo (3) as an oxidation product, however, the later 
research showed that the correct structure should be 4d.9d, 9e, 9h, 13 
The main oxidation product 5b is more susceptible by 1O2 than dGuo.  A variety of secondary 
oxidation products have been detected under different reactions, as illustrated in blue (i.e., 
secondary oxidations of guanine).  In nucleoside and oligonucleotide, 5b undergoes the addition 
of 1O2 on C5, and gives rise to 5-OOHOdGuo (5c).  It could be either reduced back to 4c or undergo 
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Figure 1.1   Proposed reaction pathways for 1O2 oxidation of guanine from literature.9  The 
structures in brackets indicate proposed intermediates that have not been confirmed in 
experiments.  
 
5b is initiated by a concerted addition into a dioxetane (6a).  Followed by the cleavage of both 
dioxetane O-O bond and 4,5-ethylenic bond, 6a transforms into a hypothetical nine-membered-
ring intermediate (7a), and is rearranged into six-membered ring products (7b), from which the 
product dCya (7c) is formed by subsequent hydrolysis and a concomitant elimination of urea 
molecule.9h  However, a completely different degradation pattern has been found for guanine 
residues within single-stranded DNA; that is, 6a is first protonated and transformed to 
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hydroperoxide 6b and followed by migration of hydroxyl into 6c.  Because of the instable Schiff 
base structure resided in 6c, it subsequently experiences decarboxylation, hydrolysis and hydration 
(corresponding to 6d, 6e and 6f structures, respectively) and forms oxaluric acid (6f).  It is worth 
noting that both 6d and 6f were separated by HPLC due to its high stability.14 
1.2.2 Experimental evidence of endoperoxide and hydroperoxide intermediates 
In the analysis of oxidation products of guanine, a series of pre-treatments, like enzymatic 
digestion of DNA, was often used.  The pre-treatment of samples may cause decomposition of the 
unstable constituents of guanine9i, 15 (e.g., oxidation happened during preparation of volatile 
samples for GC-MS,9i instability of guanine under hot formic acid,16 and Fenton oxidation during 
DNA extraction and digestion14).  Most of the separation methods also failed to detect any reactive 
intermediates.  It was not until the use of low temperature NMR that has made possible of the 
detection of endoperoxide and hydroperoxide intermediates of guanine derivative.9j, 11 
All of the oxidation processes depicted in Figure 1.1 are assumed to be initiated by the 
formation of a 4,8-endoperoxide via [4 + 2] cycloaddition.9a, 9f, 9h  This mechanism agrees with the 
experimental finding that the inserted O atoms in final oxidation products were from water and O2 
as determined by 18O-labeled ones using mass spectrometic measurements.9f, 17  But detection of 
reaction intermediates such as the endoperoxide is crucial for directly verifying the reaction 
mechanisms and rationalizing all the downstream pathways and final products thereof.  On the 
other hand, detection of the endoperoxide is challenging due to its instability and reaction with 
solvent molecule.  There was no direct detection of endoperoxides of native guanine and guanosine 
in solution.9a, 9c, 18  The most closely related experiment, from which the mechanism of 
cycloaddition was rationalized, is based on the low-temperature NMR characterization of the 
photooxidation of a highly-modified guanine derivative, 2’,3’,5’-O-(tert-butyldimethylsilyl)-8-
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methylguanosine in CD2Cl2 at -78 ̊C.  The successful detection of the resulting endoperoxide was 
because the methyl substitution of C8-H reduced the reactivity of this endoperoxide, and inhibited 
its evolution to 8-hydroperoxide and end products.  The endoperoxide was highly unstable and 
decayed back to reactants via retro Diels-Alder if warmed up to -30 ̊C.9a  The detection of 
endoperoxide of all the guanosine derivatives with the labile 8-H being preserved failed even down 
to -100 ̊C.9c  Besides the endoperoxide, 5-OOHOG and 5-OHOG analogues were detected in the 
1O2 oxidation of a modified OG (2’,3’,5’-tris-(O-tert-butyldimethylsilyl)-8-oxo-7,8-dihydro-
guanosine) by using the similar technique.9e  The nascent peroxide 5-OOHOG subsequently 
reduced to 5-OHOG after treated with dimethyl sulfide (Me2S).  Upon warming to the room 
temperature, the 5-OHOG rearranged to Sp.  Apart from these, no other reaction intermediates 
were experimentally detected.9a, 9c, 9e, 9f, 9h, 12b, 13b, 18-19   
1.2.3 Theoretical studies 
Computational modeling has assisted the interpretation of experimental results and refine the 
oxidation mechanism.  By using a compilation of methods varying from density functional theory 
(DFT) to post-Hartree-Fock methods, Schlegel, Burrows and co-workers proposed that 1O2 follows 
a stepwise addition to guanine instead of a concerted [4 + 2] addition, and the initial adduct may 
be characterized as a zwitterionic 8-peroxide.20  The same group have also calculated reaction 
potential energy surfaces (PESs) from 5-OHOG intermediate to Sp and Gh using B3LYP coupled 
with the IEF-PCM solvation model, from which the pH dependence of product branching was 
predicted.12a, 21  A stepwise 1O2-addition mechanism was also reported in a quantum mechanics/ 
molecular mechanics study on the 1O2 oxidation of a 13-base-pair poly(dG-dC) of B-DNA by 
Dumont et al., and the B-helical environment was found to be able to stabilize the nascent 8-
peroxide.22     
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1O2 is well known for its computational difficulty.  Due to the associated mixed open- and 
closed-shell characters,23  closed-shell calculation fail to product the 1O2 excitation energy 
accurately; on the other hand, open-shell, broken-symmetry calculations bring about significant 
spin-contamination from the low-lying triplet state that affects the energy, too.  A common 
workaround to this problem is to add the experimental excitation energy of 1O2 (0.98 eV)4, 24 to 
the DFT-calculated electronic energy of 3O2.  But the spin-contamination exists not only for the 
1O2 reactant but also in some early-stage intermediates and transition states (TSs), and thus a 
correct activation barrier cannot be obtained.  A more rigorous approach is based on multi-
referential calculations.  For example, Marchetti et al. have used CASPT2//SA-CASSCF method 
to study the initial step of 1O2 addition to guanine and histidine, and confirmed the stepwise 
addition mechanism and activation barrier.25  Schlegel, Burrows and co-workers adopted the 
Yamaguchi’s approximate spin-projection method based on DFT-calculated electronic energies to 
eliminate the spin contamination, and found the results were comparable to CCSD(T) and 
CASSCF//NEVPT2.20c  It has been shown that, with careful benchmark tests, Yamaguchi’s 
approximate spin-projection method could be used to product corrected reaction PESs. 
1.3  Design of the thesis work  
1.3.1 Capture of transient intermediates in the gas phase and evaluation of early-stage 
dynamics 
Traditional 1O2 oxidation reactions of guanine were carried out mostly in aqueous solution.  
One unique feature of my thesis work is to approach the biomolecule oxidation process from a 
different perspective by using gas-phase ion-molecule reactions of guanine ion and its derivatives 
with “clean” 1O2.  Ion-molecule techniques can provide a clear view of the early-stage reactions 
in the gas phase,26 especially that the collision energy (Ecol) can be controlled and regulated along 
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the reactions process to probe different aspects of mechanisms from complex-mediation at low 
Ecol to direct at high Ecol.  Investigating reactions in the gas phase allows one to observe single 
molecules separated from bulk solution environments.  In this way, intrinsic reactivity of 
molecules can be distinguished from solvent effects, providing a basis for understanding oxidation 
mechanism. 
   
  
The isolated guanine and guanosine (i.e., guanine nucleoside, see Figure 1.2) have different 
stable structures in the gas phase.  Guanine has an H atom connected to the N7 position and a 
vacant N9; whereas guanosine has its N9 connected a sugar group and a vacant N7.  The chemical 
environment on imidazole ring is different from free guanine, which may affect its oxidation 
chemistry (especially in its deprotonated form of which the free N9-H may be deprotonated).  Since 
the sugar group of guanosine is colossal for experimental and computational study but not involved 
in the reaction with 1O2, 9-methylguanine (9MG) was used as a simplified guanosine prototype 
compound (of which a methyl group substitutes the deoxyribose).  9MG has pKa values,27 stable 
conformers28 and reaction energetics29 very close to those of guanosine.  On the other hand, 
compared to isolated nucleobases, deprotonated G·C serves as a more realistic model for probing 
the oxidatively generated damage to DNA residues.   
A challenge for guanine oxidation experiments is that the endoperoxide intermediates of 
														
       guanine             guanosine            9-MG 
                                                               
Figure 1.2 Structures of guanine, guanosine and 9MG. 
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guanine and guanosine are extremely unstable in solution phase as verified by previous studies.  
Even in the gas phase, they decomposed within 5 sec after the formation.  To capture transient 
species in the gas phase, our lab has devised a reaction route by using hydrated biomolecular ions 
to react with 1O2.30  The point is to stabilize nascent peroxides based on water evaporation cooling 
arising from gas-phase hydrated clusters.  This strategy could stabilize the transient species for a 
time scale longer than the time-of-flight of ions in the mass spectrometry (~ 100 sec).  Following 
this idea, the gas-phase reactions of mono-hydrated guanine, 9MG ions and deprotonated guanine-
cytosine base pair with 1O2 are examined.   
1.3.2 Measurement of late-stage kinetics using on-line mass spectrometry and spectroscopy 
Gas phase experiments explore early-stage dynamics.  Typically, the endoperoxide and 
peroxide intermediates are short-lived and being predominant as the early-stage product.  When in 
aqueous solution, the existence of aqueous continuum does not change the critical structures 
occurring at the early stage of the reaction,30b, 31 and thus 1O2 oxidation of guanine in solution 
would follow the dynamics for the formation of endoperoxides as revealed by gas-phase 
experiment, and form different end products derived from endoperoxides.   
Both in the gas phase and solution, the oxidation of guanine is initiated by O2 adducts formed 
between 1O2 and the imidazole ring, forming either endoperoxides or peroxides as direct 
intermediate.  However, there may exist some differences between gas- and solution-phase results, 
since reactants in solution are surrounded by innumerous solvent molecules.  The solvation would 
apparently affect the most stable tautomers of different ionic states in gas phase and aqueous 
solution, which may further influence the reaction pathways leading to end products.  Moreover, 
the nascent endoperoxide and peroxide intermediates are very reactive so that as soon as they are 
formed in aqueous solution, they would immediately mediate subsequent reactions with water 
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molecules, and differentiate into different end products, accompanied by pH dependence.  It also 
should be noted that the formation of solution-phase end products from endoperoxides or peroxides 
requires the participation of the water molecules as reactant and additional catalytic water 
molecules. 
A major motivation of gas-phase study is to extract a microscopic view of 1O2 oxidation of 
DNA nucleobases.  In the gas phase, the reactivity of a single molecule was observed, separating 
from solvent and counter-ion effects and providing a basis for understanding its intrinsic reactivity.  
The results from gas-phase studies also depict the mechanism and dynamics at the early stage of 
the reaction.  Successively, the reaction between 1O2 and gas-phase hydrated ions with one explicit 
water molecule connects the gas-phase reaction to the aqueous solution.  Finally, the solution-
phase study probes the reactivity in aqueous solution, working as an analogue to the reaction in 
physiological conditions, and provides insights into late-stage kinetics and end products.  
Combination of gas- and solution-phase experiments will create a panoramic view for DNA 
nucleobase oxidation chemistry. 
1.3.3 Melding experiments with electronic structure calculations, statistical modeling and 
dynamics simulations 
In conjunction with proposed experimental efforts, significant amount of theoretical work 
including significant electronic structure calculations and molecular dynamics simulation will be 
conducted.  Electronic structure calculations can predict the stable structures of molecules and ions 
and their corresponding energies.  The first-principle electronic structure and single point 
calculations are performed using DFT or post-HF methods.  A collectible of all the reactants, 
intermediates, TS and products along the reaction coordinate with respect to their relative energies, 
a PES, or reaction coordinate may thus be constructed.  On the basis of the experimental results 
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coupled with the energetics of the calculated reaction coordinates, a reasonable reaction pathway 
could thus be proposed. 
Note that for the gas-phase studies, most intermediates in the PES are expected to be dominated 
by long-lived complexes (such as electrostatically-bonded, hydrogen-bonded, and covalently 
bonded intermediate complexes), at least at low Ecol.  Thus, the systems may be rationalized using 
the transition-state-theory-based full time of Rice-Ramsperger-Kassel-Marcus (RRKM) model.32  
RRKM assumes that the energy is randomized and distributed statistically among all energetically 
accessible states of intermediate complexes, and the rate of a particular process is proportional to 
the total number of energetically accessible states at the TS.33  As a result, reactions tend to occur 
statistically via the routes close to the minimum energy pathway which is suggested by the 
calculated reaction coordinates.34  Apart from the reaction rate of each elementary step, RRKM 
can also be used for prediction of the lifetime of each intermediate. 
On the other hand, there are many cases where the results cannot be predicted on the basis of 
a statistical reaction coordinate model.  At low Ecol, the dynamical effects control the early stage 
of the reaction, and the statistical effects control the later stage after energy is randomized.  But at 
high Ecol, the reacting molecules certainly do not follow the minimum energy pathway.35  To mimic 
the reactions under real experimental conditions and extract a molecular-level understanding, 
reaction dynamics can be treated by quasi-classical direct dynamics trajectory simulations.  Direct 
dynamics method dispenses with the potential energy surface.  Instead, it calculates the energies, 
force constants, and Hessians ″on the fly″ using ab initio methods.36  A trajectory simulation can 
directly represent what the referred reaction pathways are by considering dynamical effect at the 
same time.37  It is also worth noting that the dynamics simulations partition the heat of formation 
from an exothermic reaction to vibrational, rotational and translational modes, increasing the 
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chance in finding new product channels and pathways and locating unconventional TSs. 
From MS measurements, the m/z of product or intermediate ions could be determined, and part 
of the structural information could also be deduced from collision-induced dissociation (CID) 
experiments.  However, theoretical approaches will be needed to identify the product ion structures 
and more importantly the reaction pathway leading to these product ions.  Construction of PES, 
together with dynamics trajectory simulations and RRKM theory will assist the interpretation of 
the experimental data.  The combination of the experimental and theoretical approach explores 
much detail from different perspective, and provides a more comprehensive understanding of on 
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Chapter 2  
Instrumentation and Methodologies, and Computational Details 
 
2.1  Generation and detection of “clean” 1O2 
Note that the majority of experimental results of 1O2 oxidation of the guanine were done on 
the basis of biopolymers like oligonucleotides, isolated DNA1 and cellular DNA2,  and most 
experiments adopted a 1O2 source based on photosensitization3.  During this process, the electron 
transfer (type I) may be in competition with energy transfer (type II), generating radicals as in the 
photooxidation of 2’-deoxyguanosine-5’-monophosphate by pterin.4  Particularly, the radicals may 
give similar products and oxidizing pathways similar to those of the 1O2 oxidation, which causes 
difficulties in distinguishing the 1O2-mediated oxidation mechanism.  An example is that OG can 
be produced by either OH, electron abstraction, metal oxo species or 1O2 via similar pattern from 
guanine.5  The condition-dependent results in solution-phase photooxidation reactions also leads 
to sophistication in product analysis.4, 6  Alternatively, 1O2 could be generated from thermal 
decomposition of naphthalene endoperoxide.  But this method requires the addition of naphthalene 
endoperoxide together with reactants in solution, and the concentration of 1O2 is difficult to 
determine during reaction, making it becomes less suitable for kinetic experiments.2, 7   
In this thesis work, a chemical 1O2 generator was adopted to produce “clean” 1O2.  The 
generator is based on the reaction of H2O2 + Cl2 + 2KOH  O2 (~ 85% X3Σg–   and ~ 15% a1g) + 
2KCl + 2H2O.8  Figure 2.1 shows the detailed design of the 1O2 generator.  This setup was first 
reported by Viggiano et al. for ion-molecule reactions, and my lab has adopted the original design 
with some modifications.8-9  During operation, 10.5 mL of 8 M KOH (85%, Alfa Aesar) was first 
slowly added to 20 mL of aqueous H2O2 (35 wt%, Alfa Aesar) in a sparger (1), held in a 
	 17
 
Figure 2.1  1O2 chemical generation and detection system for gas-phase ion-molecule 
reactions.  (1) Sparger held in a chiller; (2) proportioner; (3) cold trap; (4) emission cell; (5) InGaAs 
detector; (6) pressure relay; (7) Baratron leak valve.  The blue line indicates mixture of Cl2 and 
He, red the gas products containing 1O2, gray the exhaust line and green the venting. 
 
recirculating	chiller kept at -18 C.  After the addition, the resulting mixture was quickly degassed.  
Then 3.4 sccm of Cl2 (≥ 99.5%, Sigma-Aldrich) was mixed with 53.5 sccm of He by a proportioner 
(2, model FM-1050, Matheson) and bubbled through the H2O2/KOH slush.  All the Cl2 reacted 
with H2O2 to produce the mixture of 1O2, 3O2, and water vapor.8  A cold trap (3) at -70 ºC was used 
to remove water vapor, and only 1O2, 3O2 and He remained in the downstream gas products.  The 
gas mixture passed through an optical emission cell (4) and the concentration of 1O2 was 
determined by measuring the emission (a1g  X3Σg–  ,  = 0 – 0)10 at 1270 nm inside 4.  Emission 
was collected using a pair of plano-convex lenses, chopped by an optical chopper (SRS model 
SR450) and a 1270 nm interference filter, and focused into a thermoelectrically cooled InGaAs 
detector (5, Newport model 71887) connected to a lock-in amplifier (SRS model SR830).  The 
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amplifier reading was converted to absolute concentration of 1O2, calibrated on the basis of the 
known rate of HS– + 1O2  SO– + OH.11  To reduce the wall- and self-quenching of 1O2, the entire 
system was continuously evacuated by a mechanical pump, and the pressure of was maintained at 
12.8 Torr by a pressure relay (6, Cole-Parmer model 00244OW).  For gas-phase ion-molecule 
reactions, 1O2 was leaked into a home-made tandem MS (to be discussed in the next section) 
controlled by a Baratron leak valve (7, model MKS 690).  Control experiments were performed to 
verify the non-reactivity of guanine and 9MG ions toward 3O2/He.		 
2.2  Guided-ion-beam tandem mass spectrometer for gas-phase studies 
Gas-phase reactions of guanine and 9MG ions with 1O2 were carried out on a home-made 
guided-ion-beam tandem mass spectrometer (Figure 2.2).12  The machine comprises an ESI ion 
source, a hexapole ion guide, quadrupole mass filter, an octopole ion guide surrounded by a 
scattering cell, the second quadrupole mass filter, and a pulse-counting detector.  Reactant 
solutions were prepared ~ 0.5 mM in the mixture of water and ethanol.  Equimolar HCl or NaOH 
solution was added for generation of protonated or deprotonated species based on their pKa values.  
In experiment, reactant solution was sprayed into ambient atmosphere by a syringe pump at a flow 
rate of 0.06 mL/h.  The ESI emitter voltages were set at ~ 2.2 and -2.1 kV in positive and negative 
ion modes, respectively.  Charged droplets were introduced to the desolvation capillary inside 
source chamber through a nozzle.  The capillary was biased at ±100 V for positive and negative 
ions, and the distance between the tip of ESI emitter and the nozzle was 5 – 10 mm.  The 
temperature of the capillary was tuned to 130  140 ºC for maximum primary ion intensities.   
A skimmer was placed at the end of the source chamber, and produced axially aligned 
molecular beam.  Ions were transported through the skimmer to the hexapole ion guide maintained 
at 24 mTorr.  Interaction of ions with the background gas in the hexapole led to collisional focusing 
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and thermalization of ions.  Vibrational energy (Evib) of resulting ions had a Maxwell-Boltzmann 
distribution at ~ 310 K, determined on the basis of the fitting of Ecol-dependent collision-induced 
dissociation (CID) cross sections of Na+(proline) CID + Xe using this machine.12-13  Ions then 
drifted into a conventional quadrupole mass filter for selection of reactant ions at specific m/z.  
Selected reactant ions were focused into the radio frequency (rf) octopole ion guide and trapped in 
the radial direction, which could minimize the loss of the target ions caused by scattering.  The 
octopole passed through a scattering cell, containing 1O2 coming from the 1O2 generator of section 
2.1.  The cell pressure was measured by a Baratron capacitance manometer (MKS 690 head and 
670 signal conditioner).  After undergoing collisions with 1O2 in the scattering cell, the remaining 
reactant and product ions passed to the last chamber, mass analyzed by the second quadrupole 
mass filter and counted by electron multiplier.  Both quadrupoles used Extrel 9.5 mm diameter tri-
filter rods, and were operating at 2.1 MHz allowing for a detectable m/z range of 1 – 500 amu.  
The signals were routed into the Data Acquisition Device (DAQ) appended in a desktop computer, 
undergoing amplification, discrimination, and A/D conversions.   
 
 
Figure 2.2  Electrospray ionization guided-ion-beam tandem mass spectrometer 
 
The initial kinetic energy of the reactant ions in the laboratory frame (Elab) was adjusted by a 
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the collision partners in the center-of-mass frame using Ecol = Elab  mneutral / (mion + mneutral), 
whereas mneutral and mion are the masses of neutral and ionic reactants, respectively.  The initial 
kinetic energy of the ion beam was adjusted to 0.9  1.0 eV, with the energy spread of 0.6 eV 
which resulted in 0.1 eV energy resolution in the center-of-mass frame.  Reaction cross sections 
at different Ecol were estimated on the basis of the ratios of reactant and product ion intensities, the 
pressure of 1O2 in the scattering cell (= cell pressure  the fractional abundance of 1O2), and the 
effective cell length.  The cell pressure was set to 0.25 mTorr, containing 6% of 1O2/3O2 and 94% 
of He.  Under these conditions, the reactant ions experienced at most a single collision with 
1O2/3O2.  Ions also collided with He atoms, but these collisions were insignificant especially at low 
Ecol due to the heavy-ion-light-neutral combination.   
2.3  Solution-phase reaction monitoring 
For solution-phase studies, the chemically “clean” 1O2 generator was integrated into a 
customized solution-phase reaction monitoring system, allowing the real-time electrospray 
ionization mass spectrometer (ESI MS) and UV-Vis absorption measurements of the reaction 
kinetics at different pH of 3.0, 7.0 and 10.0.  This reaction apparatus was previously described in 
the solution-phase study of 1O2 oxidation of histidine and methionine, and is upgraded by including 
fluorescence emission measurements for the current study.14  On-line ESI MS is an immediate and 
sensitive technique for detection of the composition of reaction solution at micromolar scale, and 
allows the capture of any short-lived intermediates that may fail to separate using physical or 
chemical methods.  From the mass spectra, the intermediates and product ions over the course of 
reaction are first located, and then the time profile of each species are monitored, together with 
their structures being characterized by CID mass spectra.  
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Figure 2.3  On-line MS and spectroscopy monitoring of solution-phase reactions.  (1 – 5) 1O2 
generator and detector; (8) reaction vessel; (9) mechanical pump; (10) pressure relay; (11) piston 
pump; (12) UV-Vis spectrometer; (13) fluorometer; (14) peristaltic pump; (15) two-position 
switching valve; (16) theta-ESI emitter; (17a & b) syringe pumps; (18) ESI MS. 
 
As shown in Figure 2.3, 1O2 was generated and detected by the 1O2 chemical generator (1 – 5) 
as described in section 2.1, and then directly bubbled into a reduced-pressure reaction vessel (8) 
containing solution of guanine or 9MG.  The entire reaction system was constantly evacuated by 
a mechanical pump (9), and the pressure was maintained at 25 Torr by a pressure relay (10).  The 
pumping accelerated the travel speed of gases within the system, and reduced the wall- and self-
quenching of 1O2.  On the other hand, the reduced pressure caused significant evaporation loss of 
solvent in 8.  For this reason, compensatory solvent was replenished by a piston pump (11) to keep 
the total solution volume constant during the reaction.  A quasi-steady-state [1O2] was achieved in 
8 due to the continuous bubbling.14b, 15  The calibration of [1O2] in the reaction solution vs. 1O2 
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emission intensity along with the description of the calibration will be described in section 5.2.2, 
following the previously reported procedues.14b  To ensure if the reaction products were 1O2-
specific, control experiments were conducted under the same conditions using pure 3O2 and He.   
The on-line reaction monitoring system was first developed for a similar study of 1O2 oxidation 
of methionine.14b  The original configuration consisted of a miniature UV-Vis spectrometer (12) 
(USB-ISS-UV/VIS and USB4000 module, Ocean Optics) and the ESI MS (18) only.  One issue 
for UV-Vis absorption measurement of guanine at pH 10.0 is that, the absorptions of reactant and 
oxidation products overlap and therefore UV-Vis is not capable of tracking the reaction progress.  
On the other hand, fluorescence emission could be used in this case since guanine and the oxidation 
products have different fluorescence emissions.  For this reason, we have upgraded the existed 
system by incorporation of a miniature fluorometer (13, Flame-S spectrometer and LED light 
source of λ = 290 nm, Ocean Optics).  The reactant solution was recirculated by a peristaltic pump 
(14) for spectroscopy measurements (12 and 13) in series.  Absorption and fluorescence spectra 
were recorded every 20s using OceanView 1.5.2 software.  The spectral integration time for 
fluorescence was set to 10s and that of UV-Vis absorption was 40 ms.  Each fluorescence spectrum 
was the average of two consecutive measurements and that of UV-Vis is the average of 25.   
The sampling loop for MS measurement was based on a two-position switching valve (15).  
During operation, switching valve loaded ~ 150 µL of sample solution, and was then switched to 
the injection mode.  A borosilicate glass theta-capillary (16) (40 µm o.d. × 20 µm i.d. at the tip, 
pulled by Sutter Instrument P-2000) was used as the ESI emitter, with one channel connected to 
the sample solution in 15 delivered by a syringe pump (17a) at the speed of 0.01 mL/h, and the 
other channel filled with ethanol (≥ 99.5%, KOPTEC) driven by another syringe pump (17b) at 
the speed of 0.04 mL/h.  The two solutions were mixed at the tip of ESI emitter16.  This 
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substantially reduced the loss of sample solution for MS measurement and improved the stability 
of electrospray.  Furthermore, addition of ethanol lowered the ESI onset voltage of pure water to 
avoid corona discharge17 at the tip of ESI emitter that would otherwise destroy negative 
electrospray.  The ESI emitter was held at ±2.3 kV to ground for producing cations and anions, 
respectively.  Neutral sample solutions were detected under positive ESI mode by adding HCl to 
ethanol for maintaining a suitable ionic strength (pH ~ 4.0) of the resulting mixture.  Real-time 
MS measurement was carried out on the tandem mass spectrometer described in section 2.2.12  
During MS measurement, ions were guided to the first quadrupole mass analyzer for mass scan, 
and the second quadrupole was rendered to rf-only mode, passing all ions to the electron multiplier.  
Mass spectra were recorded every 30 – 60s in one-hour course of the reaction time.   
Collision-induced dissociation (CID) of selected product ions was carried out for determination 
of their structures.  In the CID measurement, the first quadrupole selected specific product ions, 
which were subsequently collected by the octopole ion guide into the scattering cell.  The scattering 
cell was filled with xenon gas (99.995%, Spectra Gases) at a pressure of 0.20 mTorr, and Ecol was 
set to 1.5 eV.  Daughter ions resulting from fragmentation together with intact primary ions were 
mass analyzed by the second quadrupole and detected by the electron multiplier.   
2.4  Calculations of electronic structure and reaction coordinates 
For the gas-phase reactions PESs, all the calculations were performed using Gaussian 09 
program (rev. D.01).18  The B3LYP functional, with the 6-31+G*, 6-311++G** and aug-cc-pVQZ 
basis sets, was used for most of the calculations since this combination gave reliable description 
of the 1O2 oxidation of guanine,19 6-thioguanine20 and histidine.21  Tautomer searching was done 
for guanine and 9MG in different ionization states, and the global minima were used as the starting 
geometries in construction of PESs.  All TSs were verified as first-order saddle points with only 
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one imaginary frequency that corresponded to the displacement of associated reaction pathway.  
Intrinsic reaction coordinate (IRC) trajectories were carried out for TSs to confirm the minima 
connected.  Vibrational frequencies and zero-point energies were scaled by a factor of 0.968 and 
0.988.22  Thermal corrections at 298 K were included in calculation of relative energies.  
Reaction PESs are constructed using density functional theory (DFT) and post-Hartree-Fock 
methods, providing a reasonable depiction of molecular structures, potential energies and 
dynamics, many of which are difficult to measure in experiment.  For solution-phase calculations, 
the Universal Solvation Model Based on Solute Electron Density (SMD) is used.23  Yamaguchi’s 
approximate spin-projection method24 is adopted to correct for the spin-contamination of 1O2 and 
some early-stage intermediates and TSs in solution-phase calculations.  As mentioned in section 
1.2.3, this approach has recently been used by Thapa et al. to study the reaction pathway for 1O2 
addition to guanine with satisfactory results.25  My lab has also used this spin-projection correction 
to elucidate the reaction PESs and rationalize the experimental results for the 1O2 reaction with 
cystine ions.26   
Energies of critical intermediates were refined using CCSD(T)/6-31+G*//B3LYP/6-31+G*.  
To verify if the CCSD(T)//B3LYP calculated electronic energies might be invalidated by multi-
referential characters, the CASSCF(10,8) and T1 diagnostic27 were performed for the critical 
structures along the PESs.  The PES of deprotonated 9MG with 1O2 was recalculated by a 
composite CASMP2/6-311++G**//CASSCF(10,8)/6-31+G* approach, and two-dimension PES 
for the initial-stage of the 1O2 addition of [9MG – H]– + 1O2 was mapped out using a compilation 
of methods (B3LYP, M06-2X, ωB97XD, MP2, CASSCF), aimed at assessing the importance of 
multi-referential non-dynamic electron correlation for the reaction routes.  It was found that the 
profile of the PESs obtained using B3LYP and ωB97XD (a hybrid GGA with dispersion 
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correction)28 most closely resembled the CASSCF PES.  The relative energies of early-stage 
intermediates and TSs were further benchmarked by the MP3/aug-cc-pVTZ//MP2/6-31+G* 
results.29  The later-stage intermediates and TSs (after the formation of endoperoxide) were all 
closed-shell and single-referential, since the primary Hartree-Fock configuration coefficients of 
these structures exceeded 0.95, and their T1 diagnostic values were below or very close to the 
upper limit (0.02, above which the nondynamical correlation effects may be significant enough to 
annul single-reference method)27.  Restricted–unrestricted instability was checked, and for those 
structures without stable restricted wave functions, unrestricted DFT was performed and spin 
contamination was not found to be an issue.  In other words, the spin-contamination might not 
appear to be serious at the late stage of the reactions when wavefunctions became stable in 
restricted calculations.   
Solution-phase calculations were done using ωB97XD/6-31+G(d,p) level of theory with the 
SMD solvation model23.  Energies were further refined using SMD-ωB97XD/aug-cc-pVQZ, 
including thermal corrections at 298 K scaled by a factor of 0.975.30  On the other hand, 1O2 
together with some early-stage intermediates and TSs have mixed open- and closed-shell 
characters, showing significant spin-contamination from low-lying triplet state.31  For this issue, 
Yamaguchi’s approximate spin-projection method24 was adopted to correct for spin-
contaminations.  The Yamaguchi’s spin-projected singlet-state electronic energy (EAP) is 





where the superscript AP representing the approximately spin-projected singlet state, BS the open-
shell broken-symmetry singlet state, and HS the higher-spin (triplet) state.  All related energies 
were calculated at SMD-ωB97XD/aug-cc-pVQZ//SMD-ωB97XD/6-31+G(d,p).  This approach 
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gave a 1O2–3O2 gap of 1.00 eV, close to the experimental value 0.98 eV10, 32.     
2.5  Statistical modeling of reaction kinetics 
Rice-Ramsperger-Kassel-Marcus (RRKM)33 rate constants were calculated based on gas-
phase PESs with the program of Zhu and Hase,34 using direct state count algorithm.  Product 
branching and lifetime of each species was determined by the ratio of RRKM rates for different 
channels.  The rotational quantum number, K, was treated as active in evaluating the rate constant, 
k(E, J), and all (2J + 1)K-levels were counted as shown by equation (2.2):  




∑ 	G[E – E0 – Er†(J, K)]JK= –J
∑ 	N[E – Er	(J, K)]JK= –J
																																																																																											(2.2) 
in which d is the reaction path degeneracy; G is the sum of states from 0 to G is the sum of states 
from 0 to E – E0 – Er† at TSs, N is the reactant density of states, E is the system energy, E0 is the 
dissociation threshold, and Er and Er† are the rotational energies of endoperoxides and adjacent 
TSs, respectively.  The orbital angular momentum L was estimated from collision cross section 
collision, i.e., L = μvrel(collision/π)1/2 where μ and vrel are the reduced mass and the relative velocity 
of collision partners, respectively.  The properties of endoperoxides and adjacent TSs were 
described using scaled B3LYP-calculated frequencies, polarizabilities and moment of inertia, and 
B3LYP/aug-cc-pVQZ//B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) energies were used for calculations.   
For solution-phase reactions, the rate constants of the rate-limiting step were estimated using 
transition state theory (TST)35.  From TST, all the parameters were extracted from Gaussian output 
files, and the energy of 1O2 and early-stage TSs were corrected to open-shell spin-projected energy.  
The thermodynamic formulation of TST was adopted, with solution-phase approximation that the 
volume change at the TS (V0,≠) equals zero:36 








where σ is the reaction path degeneracy, kB is the Boltzmann’s constant, T is the reaction 
temperature, h is the Planck’s constant and G0,≠ (T) represents the standard Gibbs free energy of 
activation.   
2.6  Direct dynamics trajectory simulations  
Direct dynamics simulations for the collisions for mono-hydrated guanine, 9MG and four 
tautomers of deprotonated G·C base-pair ions with 1O2 were carried out at Ecol = 0.1 eV using 
VENUS program37 interfaced with Gaussian 09.  A modest basis set was used for a large set of 
dynamics trajectory simulations to lower the computational cost.  To select a suitable level of 
theory, we performed relaxed PES scans for 1O2 to guanine or 9MG ions from different orientations 
with various methods (including MP2/6-21G, MP2/6-31G, B3LYP/6-21G, B3LYP/6-31G, and 
B3LYP/6-31G*), and then compared these results to benchmark calculations at the B3LYP/6-
311++G** and QCISD/cc-pVDZ levels of theory.  Unfortunately, MP2 methods frequently ran 
into convergence failure.  The shapes of the B3LYP PESs using different basis sets were in 
reasonable agreement, with the difference being that the potential well was slightly shallower using 
smaller basis sets.  From the consideration of the overall level of agreement and computational 
cost, B3LYP/6-31G was chosen for trajectory calculations of guanine or 9MG ions attacked by 
1O2 calculations.  For comparison, a small batch of reactive and nonreactive trajectories was 
recalculated at the B3LYP/6-31+G* level.  The difference was expected to be within statistical 
uncertainty between these two basis sets.  Therefore, B3LYP/6-31G was expected to reasonably 
describe the dynamics.  The trajectories of deprotonated G·C pair were done using B3LYP/6-31G* 
level since it was found that a polarization function was necessary to achieve the correct 
description of H atoms that would otherwise affect intra-base-pair PT.  Several representative 
trajectories were recalculated using B3LYP/6-31G**.  The two sets of B3LYP/6-31G* and 
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B3LYP/6-31G** trajectories follow same collision dynamics and produced nearly the same 
product energy distributions, with the only difference being that the duration for intra-base-pair 
PT becomes shorter at B3LYP/6-31G**.   
Trajectories were initiated at the collision partners separated at a distance of 8.0 Å (where the 
attractive potential was only a few meV), with the collision impact parameter b = 0 Å (head-on 
collision).  The vibrational and rotational temperatures of reactants were set at 300 K to mimic the 
experimental environment.  Quasi-classical Boltzmann sampling38 was used to select rovibrational 
energies.  Each molecule has zero-point energy (ZPE) in all vibrational modes.  Collision energy 
from experiments was appended as relative translational energy.   
Hessian-based predictor-corrector algorithm39 was used for numerical integration of the fifth-
order Newtonian classical equations of motion, with the Hessian matrix updated every five steps.  
A step size of 0.25 amu1/2Bohr (corresponding to 0.5 – 0.6 fs in trajectory time) was propagated 
for trajectories.  The initial guess of molecular orbital was inherited from the previous step, and 
the total energy of the system was checked to ensure the conservation of energy better than 10-4 
Hartree.  The quadratically convergent SCF procedures were used in case that the conventional 
first-order SCF algorithm failed to converge within allotted cycles.  Trajectories were terminated 
when the center-of-mass distance of two collision partner exceeded 8.0 – 9.0 Å.  A total of 100 
trajectories were accomplished for each batch in the work, using a Linux workstation consisting 
of dual Xeon-processor (18 cores, 2.30 GHz) nodes.  gOpenMol40 was used to visualize each 
trajectory.  Programs were written for the analysis of individual trajectories and statistical analysis 
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Chapter 3  
Capturing Transient Endoperoxide in the Singlet O2 Oxidation of 
Guanine  
 
3.1  Introduction 
It was assumed that 1O2 oxidation of guanine is initiated by the formation of a transient 
endoperoxide via [4 + 2] Diels-Alder cycloaddition.  However, no experimental evidence of 
endoperoxide was directly obtained in native guanine or guanosine, even down to 100 oC.1  In the 
first experiment of this thesis, gas-phase ion-molecule scattering mass spectrometry was utilized 
to study the reaction between dry and mono-hydrated guanine ions (protonated or deprotonated) 
and 1O2, aimed at capturing transient endoperoxides in the collisions.  Ion-molecule techniques 
can provide a clear and profound view of the structures and the intrinsic reactivity of reactants in 
the gas phase,2 separating solvent molecules and counter-ion effects.  Besides, the collision energy 
(Ecol) between guanine ions and 1O2 can be controlled along the reaction process, allowing to probe 
different aspects of mechanisms from complex-mediation at low Ecol to direct at high Ecol.   
Note that the photooxidation of histidine (which has a side-chain imidazole), resembling the 
titration curve of imidazole, shows appreciable pH dependence that the oxidation becomes 
significant as pH increases.3  This pH dependence is due to the influences of imidazole ionization 
states on photooxidation.  Similarly, guanine has a pyrimidine-fused imidazole, and thus is 
expected to exhibit similar pH dependence in its oxidation by 1O2.  Gas-phase experiments of 1O2 
oxidation of guanine under different ionization states allows a direct observation of the early-stage 
reactivity directed by protonation or deprotonation.  
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3.2  Experimental  
 Experiments were carried out on the chemically “clean” 1O2 generator coupled with 
electrospray tandem mass spectrometer described in section 2.1 and 2.2 in detail.  All the chemicals 
were used without further purifications.  Guanine hydrochloride was used for preparation of 
protonated [G + H]+ solution.  Here the key operating parameters are tabulated below: 
 
Table 3.1  Key operating parameters for the reaction of protonated guanine + 1O2 
 [G + H]+ [G + H]+(H2O) 
Chemicals guanine hydrochloride (99%, Alfa Aesar),  
methanol (HPLC grade, Fisher Scientific),  
water (HPLC grade, Fisher Scientific) 
ESI flow rate 0.06 mL/h 0.06 mL/h 
Solvent methanol:water = 2:1  
(volume to volume) 
pure water 
Concentration 0.05 mM 0.05 mM 
ESI bias voltage +2.40 kV +3.15 kV 
Capillary voltage +103 V +61 V 
Capillary temperature 137 oC 112 oC 
Skimmer bias voltage +23 V +22 V 
Pressure in hexapole 22 mTorr 22 mTorr 
Primary ion intensity 1,000 k counts/s 170 k counts/s 
 
Table 3.2  Key operating parameters for the reaction of deprotonated guanine + 1O2 
 [G – H]– [G – H]–(H2O) 
Chemicals guanine (98%, Aldrich),  
sodium hydroxide (0.1 M solution, BDH),  
methanol (HPLC grade, Fisher Scientific),  
water (HPLC grade, Fisher Scientific) 
ESI flow rate 0.06 mL/h 0.06 mL/h 
Solvent methanol:water = 3:1  
(volume to volume) 
methanol:water = 2:1  
(volume to volume) 
Concentration 0.5 mM 0.05 mM 
ESI bias voltage -2.15 kV -2.30 kV 
Capillary voltage -90 V -51 V 
Capillary temperature 140 oC 115 oC 
Skimmer bias voltage -16 V -17 V 
Pressure in hexapole 22 mTorr 22 mTorr 
Primary ion intensity 700 k counts/s 22 k counts/s 
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3.3  Results and discussion 
3.3.1 Structures of gas-phase guanine in different ionization and hydration states 
In the gas phase, guanine exhibits keto-enol and N9H-N7H tautomerization.4  As illustrated in 
Figure 3.1, the 7H-keto tautomer with H atoms positioned at N1 and N7 represents the global 
minimum, whereas the 9H-keto with N1H and N9H represents the second lowest-lying tautomer.  
Based on B3LYP/aug-cc-pVQZ//B3LYP/6-311++G** calculations, 7H- and 9H-keto represent 
69% and 24% of guanine population at 298 K, respectively.  Remaining population is shared by 
three enol tautomers.  All of these tautomers were detected in the gas-phase by photoelectron, 
REMPI, UV and IR spectroscopy.4a-e 
 Twenty nine tautomers were identified for [G + H]+, involving O, C and different N sites as 
proton acceptor and presenting a large energy difference (up to 2.73 eV).  Four low-energy 
tautomers lie within 0.2 eV (see Figure 3.1), including two keto-amino tautomers ([G + H]+_1 with 
a population of 90.6% at 298 K, and [G + H]+_4 with a negligible population) and two enol-amino 
tautomers ([G + H]+_2, 8.9%, and [G + H]+_3, 0.4%).  The calculations reproduced the reported 
protonated tautomers, with the most stable tautomer formed by protonation of the N9 of 7H-keto 
(or N7 of 9H-keto).4f, 4g, 4j, 5  The B3LYP/aug-cc-pVQZ-calculated protonation affinity (PA) of 7H-
keto is 964 kJ mol-1, in agreement with experimental values of (951 48)6 and 959.5 kJ mol-1.7   
Fifteen [G – H]– tautomers were identified, including deprotonation of N1, the imidazole N 
and the amino group8 of all stable neutral tautomers, which are in good agreement with the 
literature.4j, 5b, 5c, 8b  C8 is much less acidic compared to the N sites and was excluded.8b  Structures 
within 0.2 eV energy range are presented in Figure 3.1.  Deprotonation of N1 and N7 of neutral 
7H-keto tautomer leads to the two most stable deprotonated geometries, [G – H]–_1 and 2, with 
B3LYP/aug-cc-pVQZ-calculated 298 K populations of 75% and 15% and gas-phase acidities 
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(GPA) of 1384 and 1388 kJ mol-1, respectively.  For comparison, experimental GPA is (1389  
13) kJ mol-1.8a  
 
 
Figure 3.1  Major tautomers of G, [G + H]+(H2O)0,1, [G – H]–(H2O)0,1.  The numbering scheme 
and nomenclatures are presented.  Dashed lines indicate hydrogen bonds.  Bond lengths are shown 
in Å.  Relative energies (eV) and hydration energies (presented in parentheses) were evaluated 
based on the sum of electronic energy calculated at B3LYP/aug-cc-pVQZ//B3LYP/6-311++G** 
level with thermal correction at 298 K. 
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Initial geometries of monohydrated ions were obtained by adding a water to possible hydration 
sites in the protonated and deprotonated tautomers, and then optimized at B3LYP/6-311++G**.  
Different hydrogen-bonding sites and orientations of the water ligand were considered.  Some 
starting structures of guanine-water complexes converged to the same local minima.  Most 
hydrates form cyclic complexes through two hydrogen bonds.  Addition of a water does not affect 
the structures of global minima of [G + H]+ and [G – H]–.  The water-binding motifs of [G + H]+ 
and [G – H] – are similar to that of neutral guanine.4i, 5b, 9  All hydrogen bonds are rather weak with 
bond lengths more than 1.6 Å.  Hydration energy was calculated using Ehydraion = E(bare ion) + 
E(H2O) – E(cluster), where E(bare ion), E(H2O) and E(cluster) are the energies of bare ion, water 
and the hydrate of the same ion tautomer, respectively.  The most stable protonated and 
deprotonated mono-hydrates are formed by a water hydrogen-bonded to the carbonyl and the N7H 
concurrently.  They account for 98% and 97% of the protonated and deprotonated mono-hydrates 
at 298 K. 
On the basis of their overwhelming populations, [G + H]+_1, [G – H]–_1, [G + H]+_1W67 
and [G – H]–_1W67 represent reactant structures in corresponding gas-phase reactions with 1O2.  
3.3.2 Fate of isolated guanine endoperoxides 
Gas-phase reactions of 1O2 with bare [G + H]+ and [G – H]– were first examined, over the 
center-of-mass Ecol range from 0.1 to 1.0 eV.  [G + H]+ and [G – H]– ions were generated by ESI, 
and then injected into the MS for the reaction with 1O2.  It is surprising that all dry guanine ions 
survived 1O2 attack, with no oxidation products detected in either reaction.  The only observable 
consequence of guanine-1O2 scattering is collision-induced dissociation, including elimination of 
NH3 and NHCNH from [G + H]+ and NH3 and HNCO from [G – H]–.10      
Non-reactivity of [G + H]+ toward 1O2  To explore the origin of this non-reactivity, PES 
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associated with the reaction coordinate for [G + H]+ + 1O2 were constructed.  The results are 
illustrated in Figure 3.2.  B3LYP/6-31+G* was chosen for most of the calculations because this 
DFT method has been successfully used in probing the 1O2 oxidation of 6-thioguanine,11 the 
transformation of 8-oxoguanine,12 and the [4 + 2] cycloaddition of 1O2 onto histidine.13  Energies 
of critical intermediates were refined by using single-point calculations at the CCSD(T)/6-31+G* 
level.  To ascertain if the calculations might be invalidated by large contributions from species 
other than the predominant Hartree-Fock configuration14, CASSCF(10,10)/6-31+G* was 
performed for the most critical structures, PC+, TS1a+, and [5,8-OO-G + H]+, along the reaction 
path.  In all cases, the coefficient of the predominant Hartree-Fock configuration exceeded 0.95.  
The quality of the single-reference electron correlation approach was also inspected with T1 
diagnostic for TS1a+ and [5,8-OO-G + H]+.  The T1 values derived from CCSD(T) calculations 
are 0.018 and 0.020, respectively, which indicate that the static contribution to the total electron 
correlation can be neglected.  These tests suggest that the CCSD(T)//B3LYP combination is 
appropriate for describing the most important part of the reaction.  Notably, Grüber et al. examined 
the stability of the endoperoxide and 8-peroxide derivatives of neutral guanine by using various 
methods,15 and found that multi-referential calculations were not necessary. 
The intersystem crossing of [G + H]+ + 1O2  3[G + H]+ + 3O2 was excluded in the PES because 
the threshold for this electronic excitation transfer (0.99 eV) is near the maximum experimental 
Ecol; consequently the reaction system remained in the singlet electronic state. 
Two reaction pathways may be inferred from the PES.  The first one corresponds to reactants 
 reactant-like precursor PC+  TS1a+  [5,8-OO-G + H]+  TS1b+, TS1c+ and TS1d+  [5-
OHOG + H]+, followed by TS1e+_1  [OG + H]+ + H2O or TS1e+_2  [Sp + H]+.  The reaction 
is initialized by the Diels-Alder cycloaddition of the O2 moiety to the imidazole C5-C8 bond, 
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Figure 3.2  Reaction coordinate for [G + H]+ + 1O2.  Inset shows the reaction coordinate for [G 
+ H]+(H2O) + 1O2, in which the water evaporation prompts formation of a stable endoperoxide.  
Energies (relative to reactants) were calculated at B3LYP/6-31+G*, including zero-point energies 
(ZPEs) and thermal corrections at 298 K.  Energies of critical intermediates were refined by using 
single point CCSD(T)/6-31+G* calculations as indicated by asterisks.  
 
leading to a protonated endoperoxide [5,8-OO-G + H]+.  The formation of a 4,8-endoperoxide was 
also explored by running a relaxed PES scan along the approaching of one O atom of O2 toward 
C4.  The r(O-C4) bond length was continuously varied, and all other coordinates were optimized 
at each step.  However, the PES avoided cycloaddition to C4-C8 and instead converged to [5,8-
OO-G + H]+.  [5,8-OO-G + H]+ may rearrange to [5-OHOG + H]+ via consecutive barriers: the 
dioxo bridge breaks at TS1b+, followed by intramolecular H transfer from C8 to N7 at TS1c+ and 
then from N7 to C5-O at TS1d+.  The ensuing [5-OHOG + H]+ may eliminate a water, producing 
[OGox + H]+.  Reaction enthalpy (Hrxn) for products [OGox + H]+ + H2O is -3.38 eV, but the TSs 
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amount to a barrier of 0.92 eV.  Alternatively, [5-OHOG + H]+ may rearrange to form [Sp + H]+ 
which involves migration of the C6 acyl group to the C4 position16 at TS1e+_2, with the product 
Hrxn of -4.06 eV.   
In the second pathway, reactants first form a charge-separated adduct, [8-OOG + H]+, by 
nucleophilic addition of 1O2 to the C8 position.15  However, a more energetically favorable 
formation path for [8-OOG + H]+ is through interconversion from [5,8-OO-G + H]+ without a 
backward barrier, as verified by a relaxed PES scan.  The [8-OOG + H]+ species has an 
intramolecular zwitterionic nature, since it is more energetically stable than the diradical form.  A 
concern is raised that if [8-OOG + H]+ might suffer from charge over-delocalization in the B3LYP 
calculation.  Grüber et al. reported that some DFT methods incorrectly predicted the stability of 
neutral guanine endoperoxide vs. its 8-peroxide.15  The benchmarked energy gap using MP3/aug-
cc-pVTZ//MP2/6-31+G* is calculated to be -2.1 eV between [5,8-OO-G + H]+ and [8-OOG + H]+.  
The CCSD(T)//B3LYP-predicted energy gap (-1.64 eV) was comparable to this benchmark.  The 
[8-OOG + H]+ species interconverts to [8-OOHG + H]+ via TS2b+.  The latter evolves to [8-OOHG 
+ H]+_1 and 2 via TS2c+_1 and 2, respectively.  The [8-OOG + H]+ species may also rearrange to 
[8-OOHG + H]+_1 and 2 via TS2c+_1’ and 2’, respectively.  The [8-OOHG + H]+, [8-OOHG + 
H]+_1, and [8-OOHG + H]+_2 species are all 8-hydroperoxides; the difference is which H is 
abstracted to form -OOH.  The [8-OOHG + H]+_1 species opens the imidazole ring through 
dehydration, yielding pyrimidine-like cyclic-[NHC(NH2)NC(=NCO)C(=NH)C(=O)]+.  The [8-
OOHG + H]+_2 species eliminates a water molecule from C8, producing [OGox + H]+. 
However, the intermediates and products resulting from these two pathways may all be 
discounted at low Ecol because of high activation barriers.  The only exception is [5,8-OO-G + H]+, 
which has favorable energetics.  However, [5,8-OO-G + H]+ was not present in the product mass 
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spectra.  The mechanistic importance of an intermediate also depends on its lifetime, so the Rice-
Ramsperger-Kassel-Marcus (RRKM)17 theory was used to calculate dissociation rates leading 
from [5,8-OO-G + H]+, using the formula18 and procedures described in Section 2.5.  At low Ecol, 
only one dissociation channel is appreciable for [5,8-OO-G + H]+, namely, decay back to reactants.   
 The most critical kinetic insight obtained from RRKM analysis is that, at Ecol < 0.2 eV (at 
which complex mediation is expected to be important), the lifetime of [5,8-OO-G + H]+ is only 30 
– 140 µs.  For comparison, the time-of-flight of product ions through the octopole and the second 
quadrupole of the mass spectrometer is 400 – 500 µs in this Ecol range.  As a result, [5,8-OO-G + 
H]+ was too short-lived to be detected by MS. 
Influences of guanine ionization Although both protonated and deprotonated guanine are 
not reactive with 1O2, the guanine ionization state affects the reaction profile, particularly the 
reaction intermediates.  The PES for the reaction of [G – H]– with 1O2 is shown in Figure 3.3.  To 
facilitate a comparison of the PESs of different ionic states, the corresponding structures are 
assigned identical names, but with “+/–” superscripts to distinguish between ionization forms.  
Similar to the protonated system, the reaction of [G – H]– first forms either an endoperoxide, [5,8-
OO-G – H]–, or a peroxide, [8-OOG – H]–, two of which undergo interconversion.  In contrast to 
[5,8-OO-G + H]+, which may break the dioxo bridge, no such pathway was found for [5,8-OO-G 
– H]–.  The [8-OOG – H]– species may evolve to form [8-OOHG – H]– and its tautomeric isomer 
[8-OOHG – H]–_1; the latter undergoes water elimination to give [OGox – H]–. 
Based on RRKM analysis, a kinetically favorable pathway for the deprotonated system is [G 
– H]– + 1O2 → PC– → TS1– → [5,8-OO-G – H]– → [8-OOG – H]– → TS2c–_1 → [8-OOHG – 
H]–_1.  The rate constants, leading from [8-OOHG – H]–_1, then [OGox – H]–, back to [8-OOG – 
H]–, and rounding into [8-OOHG – H]–, were calculated as 4  10-5, 3.3  105 and 6.0  101 s-1, 
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Figure 3.3  Reaction coordinates for a) [G – H]– + 1O2 and b) [G – H]–(H2O) + 1O2 .  The 
geometries of hydrated species in b) are identical to their dehydrated analogues in a), except with 
a water attached to C6O and N7H. Energies (relative to reactants) were calculated at the B3LYP/6-
31+G* level, including thermal corrections at 298 K.  Energies of critical intermediates were 
refined by using single-point CCSD(T)/6-31+G* calculations, as indicated by asterisks.  
 
respectively, at Ecol = 0.1 eV.  It follows that [8-OOHG – H]–_1, if formed, overwhelmingly 
converts back to its predecessor [8-OOG – H]–.  Neither [OGox – H]– or [8-OOHG – H]– is 
significant.  In this scenario, the total lifetime of PC1–, [5,8-OO-G – H]–, [8-OOG – H]– and [8-
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OOHG – H]–_1 determines the length of time the system was trapped as a peroxide adduct.  This 
lifetime was less than 5 µs at low Ecol, and was mostly spent on [5,8-OO-G – H]–.  Consequently, 
no intermediates survived mass analysis. 
To further explore the collision dynamics, a batch of 100 trajectories for [G – H]– + 1O2 at Ecol 
= 0.1 eV were simulated at the B3LYP/6-31G level by a direct dynamics method.19  Of the 
trajectories, 35% belonged to direct, nonreactive collision (i.e., fly-by without forming 
complexes), and the remainder formed electrostatically bonded PC–, some of which evolved to 
endoperoxide.  However, upon termination of the trajectories (~ 3 ps), most of the complex-
forming trajectories decayed back to separated or loosely bonded reactant pairs.  Less than 2% 
remained as the endoperoxide structure.  It was not practical to propagate the trajectories long 
enough to exhaust all endoperoxides, but they were anticipated to eventually decay back to 
reactants on the basis of RRKM analysis. 
One concern in the collisions of [G – H]– with 1O2 is the possibility of electron transfer.  The 
electron detachment energy for [G – H]– is 3.00 eV, calculated at B3LYP/6-311++G**.  Assuming 
the electronic excitation energy (0.98 eV)20 and the electron affinity (0.45 eV)21 of O2 could be 
used to drive electron transfer, this reaction is endothermic by 1.57 eV and thus could not occur in 
the Ecol range of 0.1 – 1.0 eV.  
3.3.3 Capturing endoperoxide formation in microhydrates    
Both statistical modeling and dynamics simulations indicated that 1O2 oxidation of gaseous [G 
+ H]+ and [G – H]– produced endoperoxides, yet these intermediates ultimately decomposed to 
starting reactants.  This result reproduced the same instability problem, and thus, the failure of 
capturing endoperoxide in solution.1, 22  To trap and measure endoperoxide in the gas phase, the 
initially excited intermediate needed to be relaxed.  Such energy relaxation was realized in 
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hydrated guanine ions because endoperoxides were indeed detected as end products in 1O2 
collisions with [G + H]+(H2O) and [G – H]–(H2O). 
 
 
Figure 3.4  Reaction cross sections and efficiencies (dark gray lines against the right axis) for 
a) [G + H]+(H2O) + 1O2  [5,8-OO-G + H]+ + H2O and b) [G  H]–(H2O) + 1O2  [5,8-OO-G  
H]– + H2O.  Insets show product mass spectra taken at Ecol = 0.1 eV. 
 
The oxidation product for the reaction of [G + H]+(H2O) (m/z 170) + 1O2 was observed at m/z 
184.  This product channel can be attributed to liberation of a water ligand from a nascent hydrated 
endoperoxide.  The reaction cross section is shown in Figure 3.4 a, over the Ecol range of 0.1 to 1.0 
eV.  The product mass spectrum taken at Ecol = 0.1 eV is also shown in the inset of Figure 3.4 a.  
A similar endoperoxide product channel was detected at m/z 182 for the reaction of [G – H]–(H2O) 


































































(m/z 168) + 1O2.  Its product mass spectrum and cross section are shown in Figure 3.4 b. 
The reaction cross sections for both [G + H]+(H2O) + 1O2 and [G – H]–(H2O) + 1O2 increase 
with decreasing Ecol, which indicates that there are no activation barriers above the reactants.  This 
observation is consistent with the calculated activation barriers for cycloaddition.  These two 
systems have a similar reaction efficiency (~ 2%) at the lowest Ecol value, estimated from 
reaction/collision, in which collision is the greater of the ion-induced dipole capture cross section23 
and hard-sphere collision cross section.  However, the efficiency for [G + H]+(H2O) drops more 
quickly than that of [G – H]–(H2O) in the high-energy regime. 
Relaxation of peroxide by water evaporation cooling The experimental results of 1O2 
with hydrated guanine ions indicate that the oxidation of [G + H]+ and [G – H]– is able to move on 
to stable products with the addition of a water ligand.  First, the microsolvation influences the PES 
of [G + H]+ + 1O2, as illustrated in the inset of Figure 3.2.  To differentiate between similar species 
in the dry and hydrated systems, a water ligand is included in the acronyms for the hydrated 
structures.  Similar to that for [G + H]+ + 1O2, an energetically favorable pathway for the hydrated 
system corresponds to the formation of mono-hydrated [5,8-OO-G + H]+(H2O).  Except for the 
additional water ligand, the structures of the hydrated endoperoxide and the related TS are identical 
to those of their dehydrated analogues.  The fate of the endoperoxide was, however, changed upon 
hydration.  The driving force for this change came from the ejection of the water ligand from the 
hydrated endoperoxide.  The water dissociation energy is 0.45 eV, which is below the dissociation 
threshold of the [5,8-OO-G + H]+ moiety.  Water dissociation and accompanying product kinetic 
energy release efficiently removed the reaction heat of formation carried by nascent [5,8-OO-G + 
H]+, producing stable [5,8-OO-G + H]+ (ΔHrxn = -0.07 eV).  In this context, a single water molecule 
resulted in a big change to the oxidation of [G + H]+, and enabled capture of the otherwise unstable 
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endoperoxide in the gas phase. 
Compared with the protonated system, microsolvation had even more profound influences on 
the reaction of [G – H]– + 1O2.  As shown in Figure 3.3 b, water evaporation may lead to formation 
of three possible peroxides, as indicated by shaded arrows, [5,8-OO-G – H]–, [8-OOHG – H]– and 
[8-OOHG – H]–_1 with Hrxn of -0.69, -1.80 and -1.09 eV, respectively.  Although being the least 
energetically favorable of the three structures, [5,8-OO-G – H]– was verified as the most abundant 
product in trajectory simulations (see below), due to the least convoluted reaction path and lowest 
activation barrier.  The possibility of losing water from [8-OOG – H]–(H2O) was also evaluated; 
however, it was 0.1 eV endothermic and thus unlikely to compete with the other processes. 
Dynamics insights from trajectory simulations The mechanism of water evaporation 
cooling was further supported by direct dynamics trajectory simulations.  A batch of 200 
trajectories were carried out for [G – H]–(H2O) + 1O2 at Ecol = 0.1 eV.  Figure 3.5 exemplifies a 
representative scattering, resulting in [5,8-OO-G – H]– and a separated water molecule.  The top 
frame in Figure 3.5 shows the change in potential energy, the approach of reactants, and the 
separation of products (as indicated by the center-of-mass distances r([G – H]– - O2) and r([G – 
H]– - H2O) during the trajectory.  The bottom frame in Figure 3.5 plots two new C-O bonds being 
formed in the endoperoxide.  The trajectory verifies the reaction pathway proposed in Figure 3.3 
b.  The formation of endoperoxide occurs at 1.5 ps, followed by repeated dissociation and 
reassociation of the endoperoxide bridge until water is eliminated at 5.8 ps.  By the end of 
trajectory, water is separated from [5,8-OO-G – H]– by 9 Å. 
Dynamics simulations show that, of the total 200 trajectories, more than 60% formed 
complexes, but most of these trajectories decayed back to reactants before the end of trajectory 
time; only 5% remained the endoperoxide structure until the end of the trajectories.  The low 
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Figure 3.5  A representative trajectory shows the formation of [5,8-OO-G – H]– in the collision 
of [G – H]–(H2O) + 1O2 at Ecol = 0.1 eV.  
 
One factor that may contribute to the low oxidation efficiency of guanine is that the water 
ligand may physically quench 1O2.  In the present experiment, the physical quenching of 1O2 was 
not able to be simulated by quasi-classical trajectories.  Viggiano et al. discovered that in the 
reaction of OH–(H2O) + 1O2 excitation transfer-induced water dissociation followed a direct 
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collision mechanism.24  By assuming that similar direct excitation transfer-induced water 
dissociation occurred in the collision of [G – H]–(H2O) with 1O2, this would account for 22% of 
the trajectories in which 1O2 attacked the water ligand directly. 
In summary, the trajectory results verified complex mediation during guanine oxidation, 
identified the endoperoxide structure captured in the product mass spectra, and qualitatively 
reproduced the low reaction efficiency. 
3.3.4 How closely the gas-phase guanine mimics the oxidation of its nucleoside?   
It is necessary to examine similarities and differences between the 1O2 oxidation of free 
guanine and that of the guanosine nucleosides in DNA, so that gas-phase findings may be 
extrapolated to solution models.  Figure 3.6 is a simplified version of Figure 1.1, with the focus on 
the oxidation products for dGuo + 1O2 in aqueous solution,1, 12b, 25 and omitted products produced 
in low yields or those observed occasionally.25l, 26 
 
  
Figure 3.6  Simplified 1O2-mediated oxidation paths and products of 2’-deoxyguanosine 














































































































































In contrast to gas-phase guanine, which has the predominant 7H-keto form, the guanosine 
moiety adopts the N9-substituted form, in which the N9 atom links to a sugar through a glycosidic 
bond.  Consequently, different from guanine, which has the conjugated diene portion of the 
imidazole ring centered at C5=C4–N9=C8, dGuo has the corresponding conjugated center located 
at C4=C5–N7=C8.  Cycloaddition of 1O2 to dGuo occurs across C4–C8, leading to an 
endoperoxide, 4,8-OO-dGuo.1  The first step toward degradation of this highly active 4,8-OO-
dGuo is rearrangement into 8-OOHdGuo.  Subsequent loss of a water molecule from 8-OOHdGuo 
leads to an quinonoid intermediate, the C5=N7 bond of which is susceptible to nucleophilic 
attack.25f-h, 25q  The addition of water to C5=N7 yields 5-OHOdGuo, the fate of which depends on 
the reaction pH and temperature.  At low pH and temperature, 5-OHOdGuo hydrates, breaks C5–
C6, and loses CO2 to form dGh.12b, 25f  High pH and temperature, on the other hand, favor the 
rearrangement of 5-OHOdGuo into dSp through an acyl shift.  The transformation of 5-OHOdGuo 
into dGh and dSp, as well as the interconversion between dSp and dGh, have been calculated by 
Burrows, Schlegel and their co-workers.12  In these reactions, explicit molecules of water are 
needed to complete hydrolysis and assist proton transfer.  The formation of OdGuo represents a 
competitive reduction path of 8-OOHdGuo, albeit minor.25a, 25d   
To evaluate the resemblance between the oxidation of guanine and dGuo, the possibility of 
forming Gh- and Sp-like products in gas-phase [G + H]+ + 1O2 is first explored.  As shown in the 
PES of Figure 3.2, endoperoxide [5,8-OO-G + H]+ may break the peroxide linkage, leading to the 
formation of [5-OHOG + H]+.  As reported by Munk et al., [5-OHOG + H]+ may interconvert to 
protonated [Gh + H]+.12a  Figure 3.2 also suggests a route for the formation of protonated [Sp + 
H]+ from [5-OHOG + H]+.  In contrast to the case of dGuo, no reactive or catalytic water is needed 
for the formation of [Sp + H]+ from [G + H]+ + 1O2, although the system must cross barriers. 
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It would be interesting if deprotonated Sp and Gh could evolve in the oxidation of gas-phase 
[G – H]–.  No clear route was found leading to [Gh – H]– from deprotonated endoperoxide; this 
was not very surprising when considering the requirement of acidic conditions to produce dGh 
from dGuo.  On the other hand, the formation of [Sp – H]– may be realized at high energies through 
the downstream product [OG – H]– formed from [5,8-OO-G – H]–.  As illustrated in Figure 3.7, 
hydrolysis of [OG – H]– gives rise to [5-OHOG – H]–, and the latter interconverts into [5-OHOG 
– H]–_1 through intramolecular proton transfer at TS3b–.  Finally, [5-OHOG – H]–_1 evolves into 
[Sp – H]– through an acyl shift at TS3c–.  This process becomes feasible only in the presence of a 
reactive water molecule.  Such a scenario is similar to the mechanism proposed for the oxidation 
of neutral guanosine by Burrows and co-workers.25q 
 
 
Figure 3.7  PES for the water-assisted formation of [Sp – H]– from [OGox – H]–, constructed at 
the B3LYP/6-31+G* level, including thermal corrections at 298 K.   
 
Apart from Gh and Sp, the 1O2 oxidation of gas-phase [G + H]+ and [G – H]– leads to formation 
of [OGox + H]+, [5-OHOG + H]+ and [OGox – H]–, which resemble the OdGuo and 5-OHOdGuo 
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products shown in Figure 3.6.  The major difference between guanine and guanosine arises from 
N9 substitution and the deprotonation sites.  This difference is carried over into the structures of 
the corresponding endoperoxides, that is, 5,8-endoperoxide for guanine vs. 4,8-endoperoxide for 
dGuo.  Thus, the guanine model study mimicked some, but not all, of the reactivity of the 
guanosine.  9-Methylguanine might be a better model compound, and a detailed study of the 1O2 
reaction of protonated/deprotonated 9-methylguanine will be discussed in the next chapter. 
3.4  Conclusion 
The starting stage for singlet O2 oxidation of the guanine nucleobase has been assumed to be 
the formation of an endoperoxide through a [4 + 2] cycloaddition.  However, this transient 
endoperoxide is extremely unstable, and was only detected previously by low-temperature 
photosensitized oxidation of an 8-methyl-substituted guanosine derivative by NMR spectroscopy.  
In the current study, the endoperoxide intermediates were successfully captured in the collisions 
of gas-phase hydrated guanine ions (in both protonated and deprotonated states) with singlet O2 at 
room temperature by using guided-ion-beam mass spectrometry.  Reaction PESs, kinetic 
modeling, and dynamics simulations strongly support a 5,8-endoperoxide structure.  The 
successful capture of the 5,8-endoperoxide was due to relaxation of the excited intermediate 
product through water dissociation.  The experimental results, combined with PES exploration, 
kinetic modeling, and direct dynamics trajectory simulations, have revealed detail aspects of the 
formation and transformation of endoperoxide (including its dependence on guanine ionization 
and hydration states, as well as on reaction collision energy).  This experiment has pieced together 
reaction mechanisms, kinetics, and dynamics concerning the early stage of 1O2-induced guanine 
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Chapter 4  
How Protonation and Deprotonation of 9-Methylguanine Alter Its 
Singlet O2-Addition Path: Mimicking the Initial Stage of Guanine 
Nucleoside Oxidation 
 
4.1  Introduction 
In Chapter 3, the gas-phase reactions of 1O2 with hydrated protonated ([G + H]+(H2O)) and 
deprotonated guanine ([G – H]–(H2O)) were investigated.  However, the structure of guanine (with 
an H atom at N9) differs than that of guanosine (with 2’-deoxyribose at N9), which may 
consequently affect the initial 1O2 cycloaddition.  As the second project, 9-methylguanine (9MG), 
a frequently used prototype substrate1 of guanine nucleoside (where the sugar group is replaced by 
a methyl group), was adopted as a model system for gas-phase scattering reactions with 1O2 in 
different ionization and hydration states (including protonated [9MG + H]+(H2O)0,1 and 
deprotonated [9MG – H]– (H2O)0,1).  9MG has the same protonation (N7) and deprotonation sites 
(N1) as guanosine, and its pKa values are 3.11 (pKa1, N7) and 9.56 (pKa2, N1) for 9MG,2 close to 
2.20 and 9.50 for guanosine3 and 2.30 – 2.85 and 9.99 – 10.18 for guanine bases in oligo-
nucleotides.4  For comparison, the ribose 2’,3’-diol only loses a proton above pH 12,3, 5 and cannot 
compete with deprotonation on guanine.  IR-UV double resonance spectroscopy of hydrated 
clusters of guanosine and 9MG1d revealed that the most stable mono-hydrated conformer of 
guanosine is analogous to that of 9MG, and their IR spectra correspond well.  Munk et al.1c 
reported that the different substituents at N9 had little effect on relative enthalpies of reactants, 
intermediates, transition states (TSs) and products for oxidative transformation of guanine (in 9HG 
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tautomer). Therefore, the reductionist approach of using 9MG is reasonable in modeling the 
reaction coordinates of 1O2 oxidation of guanine nucleoside. 
Besides the ion-molecule experiments, density functional theory (DFT), MP2 and CCSD(T) 
were employed to characterize reaction intermediates, TSs and products, and to simulate reaction 
kinetics and dynamics.  A multi-referential wavefunction methodology was also adopted to 
examine the importance of non-dynamic electron correlation for reactions.  On the basis of 
experimental and theoretical investigations, two oxidation pathways may be proposed: a concerted 
cycloaddition of O2 to protonated 9MG across the C5-C8 bond, and a stepwise addition to 
deprotonated 9MG initiated by binding 1O2 to C8 only.  In addition, the comparison with the 1O2 
oxidation of guanine illustrates the decreased oxidizability and different products induced by 9-
methyl substitution. 
4.2  Experimental 
Like guanine ions with 1O2, the key operating parameters are summarized below: 
 
Table 4.1  Key operating parameters for the reaction of protonated 9MG + 1O2 
 [9MG + H]+ [9MG + H]+(H2O) 
Chemicals 9-methylguanine (≥ 98.0%, Aldrich),  
hydrochloric acid (0.01 M solution, Riedel-de Haën),  
ethanol (≥ 99.5%, KOPTEC),  
water (HPLC grade, Fisher Scientific) 
ESI flow rate 0.06 mL/h 0.06 mL/h 
Solvent ethanol:water = 2:1  
(volume to volume) 
pure water 
Concentration 0.5 mM 0.5 mM 
ESI bias voltage +2.20 kV +3.30 kV 
Capillary voltage +156 V +131 V 
Capillary temperature 129 oC 110 oC 
Skimmer bias voltage +24 V +22 V 
Pressure in hexapole 22 mTorr 22 mTorr 
Primary ion intensity 2,800 k counts/s 400 k counts/s 
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Table 4.2  Key operating parameters for the reaction of deprotonated 9MG + 1O2 
 [9MG – H]– [9MG – H]–(H2O) 
Chemicals 9-methylguanine (≥ 98.0%, Aldrich),  
sodium hydroxide (0.1 M solution, BDH),  
ethanol (≥ 99.5%, KOPTEC),  
water (HPLC grade, Fisher Scientific) 
ESI flow rate 0.06 mL/h 0.06 mL/h 
Solvent ethanol:water = 3:1  
(volume to volume) 
ethanol:water = 2:1  
(volume to volume) 
Concentration 0.5 mM 0.5 mM 
ESI bias voltage -2.25 kV -2.30 kV 
Capillary voltage -169 V -146 V 
Capillary temperature 138 oC 111 oC 
Skimmer bias voltage -20 V -18 V 
Pressure in hexapole 22 mTorr 22 mTorr 
Primary ion intensity 1,100 k counts/s 100 k counts/s 
 
4.3  Results and discussion 
4.3.1 Addition of 1O2 to protonated 9MG is concerted, but leads to a 5,8-endoperoxide  
The structures of neutral, protonated and deprotonated 9MG as well as their mono-hydrates 
are explored, with each global minimum listed in Figure 4.1.  All these structures were calculated 
at the B3LYP/6-311++G** level of theory.  The most stable [9MG + H]+ is formed by protonation 
at N7 of neutral 1H-keto-9MG, and the most stable [9MG – H]– is formed by deprotonating an 
N10-H of 1H-keto.  Hydration energies of ions were calculated using Ehydration = E(bare ion) + 
E(H2O) – E(cluster), with E(bare ion), E(H2O) and E(cluster) being the energies of the bare ion, 
water and the hydrate of the same ion tautomer, respectively.  The most favorable hydration motif 
is formed by a water hydrogen-bonded to both C6-carbonyl and N7H (or N7) concurrently.  
Interestingly, after addition of an explicit water ligand the N1-H of 1H-keto becomes the most 
acidic site (as in aqueous solution6).  The protonation/deprotonation sites were indicated as in the 
notations of the lowest-lying [9MG + HN7]+(H2O)0,1, [9MG – HN10]– and [9MG – HN1]–(H2O).  
These species were dominating in the corresponding gas-phase reactions with 1O2 due to their 
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populations at 298 K.  
 
 
Figure 4.1  B3LYP/6-311++G**-calculated tautomers of 9MG, [9MG + H]+ (H2O)0,1 and 
[9MG – H]–(H2O)0,1, with abundances at 298 K.  Numbering and nomenclatures are presented.  
Dashed lines indicate hydrogen bonds.  Bond lengths are shown in Å.  Hydration energies (eV) 
are indicated in parentheses. 
 
The reactions of 1O2 with bare and mono-hydrated [9MG + HN7]+ were examined over an Ecol 
range of 0.1 – 1.0 eV.  To guide the interpretation of experimental results, the PESs for [9MG + 
HN7]+(H2O)0,1 + 1O2 were modeled at the B3LYP/6-31+G* level (see Figure 4.2).  Potential 
energies were refined by single-point calculations at the CCSD(T)/6-31+G* level using B3LYP-
optimized geometries.  To ascertain that the CCSD(T)//B3LYP calculations might be invalidated 
by multi-referential effects, CASSCF(10,8)/6-31+G* and T1 diagnostic of Lee7 were performed 
for the structures along the reaction coordinates.  In most cases, the coefficient of the Hartree-Fock 
configuration exceeds 0.95, and the T1 value derived from CCSD(T) is below or very close to the 
upper limit (0.02, above which non-dynamic correlation effects may be large enough to make the 
single-referential method unreliable), except for [8-OO9MG + HN7]+ in which T1 is up to 0.04.  
However, [8-OO9MG + HN7]+ was inaccessible in the experiment due to its high energetics.  Also 
note that CCSD(T) includes perturbative correction for triplet excitation, and may be able to 
compensate the deficiencies of a single-determinant reference, as found in the CCSD(T)//B3LYP 
study of 1O2 addition to histidine8 and alkenes.9  Therefore, the CCSD(T)//B3LYP combination is 





Figure 4.2  Reaction coordinates for (a) [9MG + HN7]+ + 1O2 and (b) [9MG + HN7]+(H2O) + 
1O2.  Energies (eV, relative to reactants) were evaluated based on the sum of electronic energies 
calculated at the CCSD(T)/6-31+G*//B3LYP/6-31+G* level and thermal corrections (298 K) at 
the B3LYP/6-31+G* level.  For TSs, vibrational modes corresponding to imaginary frequencies 
are indicated by red displacement vectors.  (c) Relaxed 2D PES for the cycloaddition of 1O2 to the 
C5 and C8 of [9MG + HN7]+.  Numbers in the contour map are potential energies calculated at the 
B3LYP/6-31+G* level.  Green line represents an IRC trajectory. 
 
The reaction of [9MG + HN7]+ first forms a reactant-like precursor complex PC+ which evolves 
to a bicyclic endoperoxide through a [4 + 2] cycloaddition at TS1+.  An intriguing result is that the 
cycloaddition gives rise to a [5,8-OO-9MG + HN7]+.  This contrasts with the structure of 4,8-
endoperoxide that was proposed to be the intermediate for 1O2 oxidation of neutral guanosine.10  
The possibility of cycloaddition of 1O2 to the C4 and C8 positions of [9MG + HN7]+ was explored 
by running a relaxed PES scan along the approach of one end of O2 toward C4.  However, the PES 
avoided a 4,8-endoperoxide structure but converged to a 5,8-endoperoxide.  
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To further verify that the 1O2 addition to [9MG + HN7]+ follows a concerted cycloaddition but 
not a stepwise mechanism,11 a 27  27 grid of potential surface for governing the addition was 
generated at the B3LYP/6-31+G* level using a relaxed PES scan, and is visualized in Figure 4.2 
c.  Two geometrical parameters r(C5-O) and r(C8-O), which characterize the distance between the 
imidazole ring and the O2 moiety, are considered as reaction coordinates and each decreases from 
2.6 to 1.3 Å at an interval of 0.05 Å.  All the other bond lengths and angles were optimized at each 
point of the PES.  On this PES, there is a deep well corresponding to [5,8-OO-9MG + HN7]+ which 
is separated from PC+ by a saddle point located at TS1+.  A minimum energy pathway along the 
intrinsic reaction coordinate, i.e., IRC trajectory, is projected onto the PES, giving an intuitive 
picture of the reaction.  The IRC trajectory features a synchronous attack of 1O2 on the imidazole 
ring and nearly symmetric distances of r(C5-O) and r(C8-O) when moving toward the product.  
[5,8-OO-9MG + HN7]+ may evolve to [5-OH9MOG + H]+ (i.e. protonated 5-hydroxy-8-oxo-
7,8-dihydro-9-methylguanine) through TS2+ (homolytic cleavage of the dioxo bridge), TS3+ 
(intramolecular H transfer from C8 to N7) and TS4+ (subsequent H transfer from N7 to C5-O).  
The reaction enthalpy (Hrxn) for [5-OH9MOG + H]+ is -4.61 eV, but the TSs amount to a 0.49 
eV barrier.  While this rearrangement seems similar to the formation of 5-OHOdGuo from 4,8-
OO-dGuo at neutral pH, differences are notable due to the different starting endoperoxides (i.e. 
5,8- vs. 4,8-endoperoxide).  First, the formation of [5-OH9MOG + H]+ from [5,8-OO-9MG + HN7]+ 
involves three adjacent TSs but no intervening intermediates.  By contrast, the rearrangement from 
4,8-OO-dGuo to 5-OHOdGuo needs to be mediated by two intermediates — an 8-OOHdGuo and 
a quinonoid intermediate, OdGuoox (see Figure 3.6).  Secondly, as opposed to the transformation 
of [5,8-OO-9MG + HN7]+ → [5-OH9MOG + H]+ where no reactive or catalytic water is needed, 
addition of an explicit water ligand to the quinonoid is required for transformation into 5-
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OHOdGuo.10b, 12  These differences may imply the influence of nucleoside protonation on its 
oxidation pathway and the fate of the intermediates. 
The PES also suggests that ensuing [5-OH9MOG + H]+ may eliminate a water molecule from 
C5-N7 (TS5+), producing [9MOG – H]+; or rearranges to [9MSp + H]+ via an acyl shift (TS6+).  
In addition, following a similar pathway to [5-OHOG + H]+ → [Gh + H]+ proposed in a previous 
study,13 [5-OH9MOG + H]+ may interconvert to [9MGh + H]+.  Note that [5,8-OO-9MG + HN7]+ 
may also interconvert to a linear [8-OO9MG + HN7]+, from which an 8-hydroperoxy intermediate 
8-OOH9MG+ might be expected.  But the high reaction energetics renders the formation of [8-
OO9MG + HN7]+ mechanistically insignificant.  Therefore, this species is not considered further.  
Of all the intermediates, only [5,8-OO-9MG + HN7]+ has favorable energetics and is expected 
to be the dominant product at low Ecol.  However, this intermediate was not present in product 
mass spectra.  RRKM14 theory was employed to model individual dissociation steps leading from 
[5,8-OO-9MG + HN7]+.  At low Ecol, only one channel was appreciable, that is, decay back to 
reactants.  This accounts for the lifetime (~ 200 μs) of [5,8-OO-9MG + HN7]+ at Ecol < 0.2 eV.  
However, this lifetime was much shorter compared to the time-of-flight of product ions (i.e. 400 
– 500 μs) through the octopole ion guide and the second quadrupole of the tandem mass 
spectrometer.  As a result, [5,8-OO-9MG + HN7]+ was determinedly to decay back to reactants 
before reaching the ion detector.  
To capture transient [5,8-OO-9MG + HN7]+ in mass spectra, a reaction route is devised by using 
[9MG + HN7]+(H2O) (m/z 184) as the target ion for collision with 1O2.  The strategy is to stabilize 
nascent endoperoxide based on water evaporation cooling of gas-phase hydrate.  This strategy was 
recently used to capture endoperoxides in the reactions of 1O2 with histidine.15  Only one primary 
product (m/z 198) was observed for [9MG + HN7]+(H2O) + 1O2, corresponding to the liberation of 
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a water molecule from the O2 adduct.  The corresponding PES is illustrated in Figure 4.2 b.  The 
driving force for this product channel came from the ejection of the water ligand from [5,8-OO-
9MG + HN7]+(H2O).  The water dissociation energy is 0.53 eV, less than the threshold of 0.80 eV 
for a retro-Diels-Alder reaction of [5,8-OO-9MG + HN7]+.  Elimination of water and the 
accompanying product kinetic energy release removed the heat of endoperoxide formation carried 
by nascent [5,8-OO-9MG + HN7]+ that would otherwise prompt its decomposition.  In the 
experiment, the reaction was limited to the formation of [5,8-OO-9MG + HN7]+ because forming 
downstream products must overcome a barrier of a half eV above reactants.  
Figure 4.3 a shows the integral cross section (σreaction) for [9MG + HN7]+(H2O) + 1O2 and the 
reaction efficiency (= σreaction/σcollision, with σcollision being the greater of ion-induced dipole capture 
cross section16 and hard-sphere collision cross section).  Error bars were estimated by the variations 
between multiple data sets, with relative uncertainties of ~ 25%.  The rise of cross section and 
efficiency at 0.5 eV is likely an artifact due to the uncertainty in measurements.  The efficiencies 
at high Ecol range were not plotted as the values are too small to allow for a meaningful comparison.  
The absolute uncertainties in the cross sections and efficiencies, arising largely from ion collection 
and detection efficiencies and absolute 1O2 concentrations, could be larger than the indicated error 
bars.  However, these sources of uncertainties would not affect relative cross sections, i.e., their 
Ecol dependence which is of primary interest here. 
A key feature in understanding ion-molecule reactions is whether reactions are exothermic or 
endothermic.  In other words, if they require energy in overcoming the activation barriers to 
products.17  Clearly, the reaction of [9MG + HN7]+(H2O) + 1O2 exhibits no barriers to the formation 
of products.  As for any exothermic process, the reaction efficiency is significant only at the lowest 
Ecol (albeit it is only ~ 1.5% at 0.1 eV).  Increasing the available kinetic energy decreased the 
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probability of the reaction; consequently, the efficiency decreases rapidly at higher Ecol, eventually 
becoming zero at the collision energy above 0.5 eV.  A similar Ecol dependence was observed for 
the 1O2 oxidation of [9MG – HN1]–(H2O), and the efficiencies of protonated and deprotonated 
guanine are also included in Figure 4.3 for comparison. 
 
 
Figure 4.3  Reaction cross sections and efficiencies for 1O2 oxidation of (a) [9MG + HN7]+ 
(H2O) and (b) [9MG – HN1]–(H2O).  Insets show product mass spectra measured at Ecol = 0.1 eV.  
Reaction efficiencies of 1O2 + mono-hydrated protonated and deprotonated guanine are also 
presented for comparison. 
 
To the best of my knowledge, there was no experimental assessment of the activation barriers 
associated with the initial stage of the 1O2 oxidation of guanine and guanosine.  Previous 
calculations for neutral 9MG + 1O2 suggested an initial activation barrier of 0.87 eV above the 
starting reactants.18  The Ecol dependence of reaction cross sections measured in the ion beam 
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be discussed below) has no barriers above reactants and is sufficiently exothermic that it is possible 
to eliminate the water ligand from the reacting complexes.  These experimental data serve as a 
critical benchmark for the CCSD(T)//B3LYP calculation of reaction PESs. 
4.3.2 1O2 addition to deprotonated 9MG occurs stepwise  
Reaction in the absence of water According to the PES (Figure 4.4 a), the lowest-energy 
tautomer, [9MG – HN10]– could not undergo a Diels-Alder cycloaddition with 1O2, presumably 
because the C4-C5 ethylenic bond delocalizes upon N10-H deprotonation.  This is supported by a 
0.01 Å increase in r(C4-C5), a 0.02 Å decrease in r(N3-C4) and a 0.01 Å decrease in r(C5-C6) of 
[9MG – HN10]– compared to neutral 1H-keto-9MG.  As shown in Figure 4.4 a, 1O2 attacks the C8 
terminal of [9MG – HN10]–, producing an [8-OO9MG – HN10]– in anti- or syn-configuration.  Note 
that 1O2 has been shown to be generally electrophilic, but it also has some nucleophilic character 
due to a high-lying HOMO.8 
[8-OO9MG – HN10]– may undergo intramolecular hydrogen transfer to [8-OO9MG – H]–_1 
via TS2a–, or [8-OOH9MG – HN10]– via TS2b–.  [8-OO9MG – H]–_1 may produce an 8C-
dioxyrane anion which in turn breaks the imidazole ring at N7-C8 with concomitant liberation of 
CO2, producing a pyrimidine-like product ion.  The release of 8-CO2 was observed in low-
temperature (-78 to -100 oC) photosensitized oxidation of 2’,3’,5’-O-tert-butyldimethylsilyl-N-
tert-butyldimethylsilyl-8-13C-guanosine19 and 2’,3’,5’-O-tert-butyldimethylsilylguanosine20 in 
nonpolar organic solvents, with products being proposed as dioxyrane. 
There are two issues with using DFT for the construction of reaction PES: (1) overstabilization 
of a charge-separated species, combined with a lack of intramolecular dispersion, may 
overestimate the stability of [8-OO9MG – HN10]–;21 (2) on the other hand, the source of error in 
the electron correlation associated with short inter-oxygen distance may underestimate the stability 
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of endoperoxide.21  To gauge the B3LYP results, the PES for [9MG – HN10]– + 1O2 has been 
explored using a composite multi-referential approach CASMP2/6-311++G**//CASSCF(10,8)/6-
31+G* with a second-order perturbation correction.  
 
 
Figure 4.4  (a) Reaction coordinate for [9MG – HN10]– + 1O2.  Energies (with respect to 
reactants) were calculated at the B3LYP/6-31+G* level, including thermal corrections at 298 K.  
(b) Stepwise formation of a 4,8-endoperoxide, deduced from CASMP2/6-311++G**// 
CASSCF(10,8)/6-31+G* calculations.  For TSs, vibrational modes corresponding to imaginary 
frequencies are indicated by red displacement vectors. 
 
It turns out that the B3LYP-predicted stationary points and TSs in Figure 4.4 a could all be 
reproduced at the CASMP2//CASSCF level.  The profile obtained from the CASMP2//CASSCF 
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PES is similar to that from B3LYP, with the discrepancies being the [4,8-OO-9MG – HN10]– and 
related TSs obtained from new calculations as in Figure 4.4 b.  At the CASMP2//CASSCF level, 
[4,8-OO-9MG – HN10]– becomes a stable intermediate and is formed by two steps.  In the first step, 
1O2 approaches the C8 of [9MG – HN10]– at TS5–.  r(C8-O) of TS5– is reduced to 1.79 Å, while the 
other O atom is located 2.48 Å away from C4, indicating an asymmetric TS.  Once forming syn-
[8-OO9MG – HN10]–, r(C8-O) and r(C4-O) become 1.33 Å and 3.15 Å, respectively.  An attempt 
was made to locate a precursor complex between reactants and TS5–, but all different starting 
geometries converged to syn-[8-OO9MG – HN10]–.  This indicates that a precursor, if exists, must 
be located in a flat region on the CASSCF PES.  In the second step, r(C4-O) is shortened to 1.94 
Å whereas r(C8-O) is elongated to 1.40 Å at TS6–, and they finally reach the equilibrium distances 
of 1.42 and 1.50 Å, respectively, in [4,8-OO-9MG – HN10]–.  To sum up, CASSCF calculations 
suggest a second pathway for [9MG – HN10]– + 1O2 which is an asynchronous Diels-Alder leading 
to the formation of [4,8-OO-9MG – HN10]– with the second step being rate-limiting and the Hrxn 
-1.53 eV.  No concerted cycloaddition pathway could be located at CASSCF.  As an additional 
note, TS5– becomes a high-order saddle point and [4,8-OO-9MG – HN10]– converges to syn-[8- 
OO9MG – HN10]– at B3LYP.		
According to the RRKM analysis of both B3LYP and CASMP2//CASSCF PESs, [8-OO9MG 
– HN10]– and [8-OOH9MG – H]– (and possibly [4,8-OO-9MG – HN10]–) all correspond to dead-
end pathways which decomposed into reactants during their flight within the mass spectrometer.  
Consequently, as what was found for the reaction of dry [9MG + HN7]+, no product ions were 
detected for [9MG – HN10]–.  Note that the electron detachment energy for [9MG – H]– tautomers 
was calculated to be 2.70 – 2.86 eV, which is beyond the maximum experimental Ecol.  Therefore, 
electron detachment from reactant ions could be disregarded in ion-molecule collisions.  The 
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charge transfer of [9MG – H]– + 1O2 → [9MG – H] + O2
–   is endothermic by 1.27 – 1.43 eV, and 
thus could not occur in the experiment, either. 
Changes upon the addition of an explicit water ligand  While the [9MG – HN1]– tautomer 
accounts for only 13% of deprotonated 9MG in the gas phase, it becomes the dominant 
deprotonated structure in aqueous solution6 and is therefore more biologically relevant.  
Experimentally, inclusion of an explicit water ligand shifts the favorable deprotonation site of 
9MG from N10 to N1, yielding [9MG – HN1]–(H2O) as the global minimum.  The latter has two 
conformations (differing in water binding positions, Figure 4.1), which account for a total of 67% 
of mono-hydrate at 298 K (for comparison, the population of [9MG – HN10]–(H2O) drops to 31%).  
The experiment of mono-hydrated deprotonated 9MG thus provided a better platform for 
mimicking guanosine oxidation in basic solution.  
Similar to the 1O2 addition/water elimination reaction scheme for [9MG + HN7]+(H2O), the 
oxidation of [9MG – HN1]–(H2O) (m/z 182) is able to form a stable product ion at m/z 196, 
accompanied by the elimination of water.  The reaction cross section and efficiency are shown in 
Figure. 4.3 b over the Ecol range from 0.1 to 1.0 eV, along with the data for the reaction of [G – 
H]–(H2O) + 1O2 for comparison.  The reaction efficiency of [9MG – HN1]–(H2O) is comparable to 
its protonated counterpart, and is strongly suppressed by Ecol, becoming negligible at Ecol > 0.5 eV.  
Again, such Ecol dependence indicates that the reaction is exothermic and may proceed without 
barriers more than reactants. 
The PES for [9MG – HN1]–(H2O) + 1O2 is depicted in Figure 4.5.  Similar to that of [9MG – 
HN10]–, the reaction of [9MG – HN1]–(H2O) may form an anti-[8-OO9MG – HN1]–(H2O) through 
TS7–(H2O), and the barrier height is nearly equal to the precursor.  Anti-[8-OO9MG – HN1]–(H2O) 
may interconvert to its syn-rotamer.  The PES also identified a [4,8-OO-9MG – HN1]–(H2O), which 
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may form from syn-[8-OO9MG – HN1]– via TS8–(H2O).  Different from the reaction schemes 
proposed for neutral dGuo (see Figure 3.6) and [9MG – HN10]– (Figure 4.4 a) where an 8-
OOHdGuo or [8-OOH9MG – H]– may form from rearrangement of an intermediate, neither [8-
OO9MG – HN1]– nor [4,8-OO-9MG – HN1]– is able to evolve to an 8-hydroperoxide.  In fact, a 
putative [8-OOH9MG – HN1]– structure would eliminate an OH– (or ·OH), producing a neutral 
[9MOG – HN1] (or [9MOG – HN1]• – radical).  This suffices another piece of evidence showing the 
influence of nucleoside ionization and solvation on its oxidation.  
 
 
Figure 4.5  Reaction coordinate for [9MG – HN1]–(H2O) + 1O2.  Energies are derived from a 
combination of B3LYP/6-31+G* and CCSD(T)/6-31+G* values, including thermal corrections 
(298 K).  For TSs, vibrational modes corresponding to imaginary frequencies are indicated by red 
displacement vectors. 
 
According to PES analysis, both [8-OO9MG – HN1]– and [4,8-OO-9MG – HN1]– represent 
energetically favorable products for [9MG – HN1]–(H2O) + 1O2.  Two efforts were made in an 
attempt to determine the predominant one in the reaction.   
(i) A close look at 2D PES of 1O2 addition The first effort was to map out the 2D PES for 
the 1O2 addition to [9MG – HN1]–.  To determine what accessible level of theory would provide a 
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reasonably accurate picture of the reaction, DFT, MP2 and CASSCF methods were applied.  The 
first row of Figure 4.6 shows three surfaces obtained from UB3LYP, M06-2X and UωB97XD, 
respectively, all employing the 6-31+G* basis set.  The three functionals range from the hybrid 
GGA to the hybrid meta-GGA and then to RSH, with a hope of an improvement in the prediction 
of the stability of [4,8-OO-9MG – HN1]– vs. [8-OO9MG – HN1]– when moving from the hybrid 
GGA to RSH.21  The second row shows the surfaces derived from MP2 and CASSCF(10,8), using 
the 6-31+G* and 6-31G* basis sets, respectively. 
Three DFT-derived surfaces present similar geometric features: (1) there are two product 
minima: one corresponds to [4,8-OO-9MG – HN1]– and the other corresponds to [8-OO9MG – 
HN1]–, two of which are separated by a saddle point TS8–.  [8-OO9MG – HN1]– is in the syn-
configuration owing to subsequent ring-closure constraints.  Note that at M06-2X, the energy of 
syn-[8-OO9MG – HN1]– increases slightly, diminishing the barrier to [4,8-OO-9MG – HN1]–; (2) 
all three surfaces present a descending path for the formation of syn-[8-OO9MG – HN1]– from 
reactants without a saddle point.  This is because the “would-be” barrier (see TS7– in Figure 4.5) 
is extremely flat at DFT levels.  The dotted line on the B3LYP map represents a typical minimum 
energy path connecting reactants to [4,8-OO-9MG – HN1]– via syn-[8-OO9MG – HN1]–; (3) the 
PESs were constructed both in the presence and in the absence of the water ligand, using all three 
density functionals, but no difference was observed; and (4) the calculation of PES using the 
restricted B3LYP method yielded an identical landscape as UB3LYP. 
In contrast to the two-step addition deduced from DFT, the exploration of the surface at the 
MP2 level predicts a concerted [4 + 2] cycloaddition.  It features a tight precursor at r(C4-O) = 2.3 
Å and r(C8-O) = 2.15 Å which leads to the formation of [4,8-OO-9MG – HN1]– (the only product 
formed on the MP2 PES) through a saddle point located at r(C4-O) = 2.0 Å and r(C8-O) = 1.65 
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Å.  The MP2 theory fails to locate an [8-OO9MG – HN1]–. 
 
 
Figure 4.6  PES scans along the addition of 1O2 to [9MG – HN1]–, calculated at various levels 
of theory with the 6-31+G* basis set for (a – d) and 6-31G* for (e).  Numbers in maps are potential 
energies (eV, relative to reactants), except for (e) where absolute electronic energies (Hartree) are 
used. 
 
Apparently, the contrasting DFT and MP2 surfaces add up to a mechanistic paradox.  As a 
resolution to this paradox, laborious computation was made to map out the surface at the 
CASSCF(10,8)/6-31G* level.  The three potential wells located on the CASSCF PES correspond 
to the precursors, syn-[8-OO9MG – HN1]– and [4,8-OO-9MG – HN1]–, respectively.  Two saddle 
points, TS8a– and TS8–, were identified between the precursor and products.  The TS8a–, TS8–, 
syn-[8-OO9MG – HN1]– and [4,8-OO-9MG – HN1]– are located to be 0.42, -0.74, -1.00, and -1.09 
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eV with respect to the precursor, respectively.  There is a high-lying valley on the top left of the 
PES, which represents a strained structure due to specific r(C4-O) and r(C8-O) values in this 
region.  The corresponding structure has the O2 moiety bonded to C5 and lies at the energy of 0.61 
eV above the precursor, rendering it mechanistically and energetically insignificant. 
Of all the methods, B3LYP most closely reproduces the CASSCF potential landscape. The 
B3LYP predicted that reactants → syn-[8-OO9MG – HN1]– → TS8– → [4,8-OO-9MG – HN1]– are 
in the same direction as that expected from the CASSCF surface.  As to the difference between 
B3LYP and CASSCF, a saddle point TS8a– arises between reactants and syn-[8-OO9MG – HN1]– 
on the CASSCF surface.  Therefore, the two-step route has to be revised to include TS8a–.  The 
emergence of TS8a– on the CASSCF PES brings about a geometric feature, referred to as the 
valley-ridge inflection (VRI) point9, 22 on the downhill way from TS8a– to products.  That is, the 
reaction pathway at first follows a valley originating from the first TS and then reaches a VRI point 
near the second TS where the valley turns into a ridge.  With this VRI, the reaction path from 
TS8a– proceeds to TS8– without passing through syn-[8-OO9MG – HN1]–, i.e. reactants → TS8a– 
→ TS8– → [4,8-OO-9MG – HN1]– + syn-[8-OO9MG – HN1]–.  This is a scenario that occurred for 
the ene reaction of 1O2 with alkenes9 which consists of two adjacent TSs without an intervening 
intermediate, although the second TS of connects two symmetrically equivalent product minima. 
The actual reaction path on the CASSCF surface was identified from the IRC trajectories 
calculated for TS8a– and TS8–; both of which are depicted as dotted lines in Figure 4.6 e.  They 
clearly show the CASSCF pathway as reactants → TS8a– → syn-[8-OO9MG – HN1]– → TS8– → 
[4,8-OO-9MG – HN1]–.  It is now safely concluded that the PES for the formation of [4,8-OO-9MG 
– HN1]– favors a two-step mechanism that is preceded by syn-[8-OO9MG – HN1]–. 
(ii) View of 1O2 addition from direct dynamics B3LYP/6-31G* was chosen for dynamics 
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simulations of [9MG – HN1]–(H2O) + 1O2, since it resulted in reasonable agreement with CASSCF 
in the overall PES features of [9MG – HN1]–(H2O) + 1O2.  One hundred trajectories were completed 
at Ecol = 0.1 eV.  All reactive trajectories led to the formation of [8-OO9MG – HN1]– exclusively.  
A representative reactive trajectory is illustrated in Figure 4.7. 
 
 
Figure 4.7  A representative trajectory of [9MG – HN1]–(H2O) + 1O2, showing the formation of 
an [8-OO9MG – HN1]–(H2O), followed by water elimination.  (top) The variation of potential 
energy, r(C4-O), r(C8-O) and the center-of-mass distance between [9MG – HN1]– and the water 
ligand during the trajectory.  (bottom) Projection of the trajectory (green line) onto the UB3LYP/6-
31+G* calculated PES. 
 
The top frame of Figure 4.7 shows the change in potential energy, the approach of reactants as 
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indicated by r(C4-O) and r(C8-O), and the separation of products as the center-of-mass distance 
r([9MG – H]– - H2O) between 9MG and water over the trajectory time t = 0 – 4400 fs.  High-
frequency oscillations of bond lengths reflect the vibrations of reactants and products.  The 
trajectory forms a syn-[8-OO9MG – HN1]–(H2O) at 1.7 ps, followed by elimination of water that 
occurred at 3.5 ps.  By the end of the trajectory, the structure of syn-[8-OO9MG – HN1]– remains, 
and the water is separated from [8-OO9MG – HN1]–(H2O) by 6.5 Å.  Reaction progress is more 
clearly illustrated by projecting the trajectory onto the B3LYP/6-31+G*-calculated 2D PES (the 
bottom frame of Figure 4.7).  As expected, the trajectory does not exactly follow the minimum 
energy pathway due to accompanying translational and vibrational energy, but overall it descends 
the PES.  No formation of [4,8-OO-9MG – HN1]– was observed during trajectory time, although 
this cannot be ruled out if the trajectory was propagate over a significantly long period. 
Trajectory simulations took into account experimental conditions including Ecol, temperature, 
reactant and product vibrations, and the release of energy from ion-molecule reactions, all of which 
were being excluded in PES analysis.  More importantly, direct dynamics calculated the potential 
energy and energy gradients “on the fly” using quantum chemistry methods;23 and the motion of 
molecules was followed allowing the molecules to show us the preferred pathway.  Consequently, 
trajectory results represent a more realistic picture of the actual experiment. 
Note that, compared to CASSCF, B3LYP underestimated the relative energy of [4,8-OO-9MG 
– HN1]– by 0.14 eV and thus reversed the stability order of [4,8-OO-9MG – HN1]– vs. syn-[8- 
OO9MG – HN1]–.  This may affect the availability of the phase space in the endoperoxide region.  
But the influence of this energy shift is minor considering that B3LYP removed the activation 
barrier leading from syn-[8-OO9MG – HN1]– to [4,8-OO-9MG – HN1]–.  The fact that reactive 
trajectories favor the PES region of hydroperoxide further supported the dynamic importance of 
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hydroperoxide.  It follows that the cross section of [9MG – HN1]–(H2O) + 1O2 in Figure 4.3 b was 
largely determined by the probability of forming [8-OO9MG – HN1]–. 
4.3.3 Implication for oxidation of guanosine vs. guanine 
As shown in Figure 4.3, the experimental results of [G + H]+(H2O) and [G – H]–(H2O) + 1O2 
are included, whose products were calculated to be 5,8-OO-[G + H]+ and 5,8-OO-[G – H]– + H2O, 
respectively.  Data are presented in percent reaction efficiency to allow a more effective 
comparison.  Obviously, oxidation of protonated/deprotonated guanine was strongly inhibited (by 
a factor of 1.5–2) with the 9-methyl substitution.  
The comparison of the oxidation pathways of 9MG and guanine in different ionization and 
hydration states is more informative, from which the resemblances and differences between the 
oxidation of guanosine and guanine might be extrapolated.  In the case of protonated guanine, the 
9-methyl substitution does not change the oxidation behavior as far as the 1O2 addition mechanism 
and the product structure are concerned.  The reaction PES for [9MG + HN7]+ is in general 
agreement with that for [G + H]+.  The common features include a concerted 1O2 cycloaddition to 
the imidazole ring giving rise to the formation of a 5,8-endoperoxide, and its subsequent 
rearrangement to final products OG, Gh and Sp or the analogues.  Nevertheless, this is not the case 
for deprotonated systems.  Unlike [G – H]– which follows the same cycloaddition pathway to a 
similar 5,8-endoperoxide as its protonated counterpart, deprotonated 9MG adopts different steps 
to initiate 1O2 addition.  The reaction proceeds stepwise with the formation of an 8-peroxide as the 
first step, and the latter evolves to a 4,8-endoperoxide rather than a 5,8-endoperoxide. 
Reaction profiles and product structures of deprotonated 9MG are particularly affected by 
hydration.  These can be attributed to the different global minima of deprotonated 9MG in the 
absence and in the presence of water.  Overall, the 9-substitution makes the oxidation of guanine 
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much more dependent on its ionization and hydration states. 
4.4  Conclusion 
In the present study, the reaction of 9-methylguanine with 1O2 was used as a model system to 
mimic 1O2 oxidation of guanosine in different ionization and hydration states.  On the basis of 
mass spectrometric measurements augmented with molecular potentials and dynamics simulations 
using both single-referential (B3LYP, ωB97XD, M06-2X and CCSD(T)//B3LYP) and multi-
referential computational methods (CASSCF(10,8) and CASMP2// CASSCF(10,8)), it was found 
that the actual oxidation mechanism and dynamics become more complex when the reactant 
undergoes oxidation and ionization concurrently.  1O2 oxidation of protonated 9-methylguanine is 
initiated by the formation of a 5,8-endoperoxide via a concerted cycloaddition, while the initial 
stage of deprotonated 9-methylguanine switches to an addition of O2 to the C8 position only.  
Neither of these follows the reaction pathway of neutral guanosine that is envisioned by Figure 
3.6.  These findings imply that acidic/basic reaction medium must be taken into account in 
considering the oxidation mechanism and dynamics of guanine nucleoside in aqueous solutions, 
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Chapter 5  
pH-Dependent Singlet O2 Oxidation Kinetics of Guanine and 9-
Methylguanine in Solution: An On-line Mass Spectrometry and 
Spectroscopy Study Combined with Theoretical Exploration  
 
5.1  Introduction 
In this chapter, solution-phase 1O2 oxidation of guanine and 9MG are discussed.  As mentioned 
in Chapter 1, most of the solution-phase 1O2 oxidation experiments were carried out using the 
photosensitization method or thermal decomposition of naphthalene endoperoxide, rendering it 
less ideal for unambiguous product analysis and kinetic study.  In the present work, a chemically 
“clean” 1O2 generator was integrated into the home-made solution-phase reaction system described 
in Section 2.3, which was developed for real-time electrospray ionization mass spectrometry (ESI 
MS) and spectroscopy measurements.  Capitalizing on this apparatus, the 1O2 oxidation of guanine 
and 9MG were measured at pH = 3.0, 7.0 and 10.0, respectively.  The oxidation products, along 
with their structures, were determined by real-time MS, and reaction rates were measured via both 
MS and spectroscopy.  Kinetic results were corroborated by reaction potential energy surfaces 
(PESs) calculated using density functional theory with the SMD solvation model.  Guided by 
PESs, transition state theory (TST) was applied to estimate the 1O2 addition rate constants of 
guanine and 9MG under different reaction conditions.   
Gas-phase study of guanine and 9MG was centered on the early-stage reaction dynamics and 
the characterization of early intermediates.  This chapter has extended the investigation from the 
gas phase to solution phase, with the focus on the late-stage kinetics evolving from endoperoxides/ 
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peroxides of guanine and 9MG and the formation of end products thereof.  The combination of 
gas- and solution-phase work has created a panoramic view for DNA nucleobase oxidation 
chemistry.  
5.2  Experimental 
5.2.1 Chemicals, solutions and operating parameters of MS 
For spectroscopy measurements, solutions of guanine (BioUltra grade, Sigma Aldrich) and 
9MG (≥ 98%, Chemodex) were prepared at a concentration of 0.03 mM in citric acid/NaOH/NaCl 
buffer (pH 3.0, Fluka), phosphate buffer (pH 7.0, Alfa Aesar) and borax/NaOH buffer (pH 10.0, 
Fluka), respectively.  In this concentration, the peak of UV-Vis absorption fell within 0.1 – 1.0, 
and the absorption at the fluorescence excitation wavelength (λex = 290 nm) was ≤ 0.05, so that 
the linearity was guaranteed between UV absorption or fluorescence emission and the 
concentration of reactant.  Detailed operation procedures have been described in Section 2.3. 
For MS measurements, the reactant solutions were prepared at 0.05 – 0.5 mM, and then 
adjusted to the desired pH by adding several drops of 0.01 M HCl or NaOH solution.  The reaction 
solution, together with ethanol, was electrosprayed into MS by theta-capillary ESI emitter.  The 
key operating parameters of MS experiments are summarized below: 
Table 5.1  Key operating parameters for solution-phase reactions in the positive ion mode 
 guanine 9MG 
Chemicals guanine (BioUltra grade, Sigma Aldrich), 
9MG (≥ 98%, Chemodex), 
hydrochloric acid (0.01 M solution, Riedel-de Haën),  
ethanol (≥ 99.5%, KOPTEC),  
water (HPLC grade, Fisher Scientific) 
ESI flow rate 0.01 mL/h of reaction solution, and 0.04 mL/h of ethanol 
Concentration 0.05 mM 0.5 mM 
ESI bias voltage 2.25 kV 2.30 kV 
Capillary voltage 96 V 105 V 
Capillary temperature 140 oC 140 oC 
Skimmer bias voltage 32 V 26 V 
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Table 5.2  Key operating parameters for solution-phase reactions in the negative ion mode 
 guanine 9MG 
Chemicals guanine (BioUltra grade, Sigma Aldrich), 
9MG (≥ 98%, Chemodex), 
sodium hydroxide (0.1 M solution, BDH),  
ethanol (≥ 99.5%, KOPTEC),  
water (HPLC grade, Fisher Scientific) 
ESI flow rate 0.01 mL/h of reaction solution, and 0.04 mL/h of ethanol 
Concentration 0.5 mM 0.5 mM 
ESI bias voltage -2.30 kV -2.30 kV 
Capillary voltage -85 V -113 V 
Capillary temperature 146 oC 140 oC 
Skimmer bias voltage -19 V -19 V 
 
5.2.2 Calibration of [1O2] in solution 
In the experiment, chemically generated 1O2 was continuously bubbled into the reaction vessel.  
1O2 had a longer lifetime in the interior of bubbles (because of the reduced encounters with water) 
than in bulk solution.  After diffusing into the bulk water, 1O2 could travel ~ 150 nm within a 
lifetime of ~ 2 μs.1  Therefore, 1O2 reactions occurred both at the gas/solution interface and in the 
bulk solution.  Considering the steady concentration of airborne 1O2 (judged on the basis of its 
emission intensity) and the continuously bubbling of 1O2 into the solution, a quasi-steady-state 
[1O2] may be assumed for the solution reaction.  To validate this assumption and determine the 
average [1O2] within solution, 3-(10-(2-carboxy-ethyl)-anthracen-9-yl)-propionic acid (ADPA, 
Aldrich) was used as a calibration compound. 
The calibration procedure has been reported in the previous work of my lab.2  ADPA is known 
to react with 1O2 chemically (i.e. without physical quenching), producing endoperoxide via a [4 + 
2] cycloaddition accompanied by bleaching of the absorption band of ADPA.3  Figure 5.1 a shows 
the absorption changes of ADPA throughout the reaction.  pH of the ADPA solution (0.1 mM) 
was maintained at 10.0 using borax/NaOH buffer.  Shown in the inset of Figure 5.1 a is the plot of 
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ln (At/A0) vs. reaction time, where At and A0 are the ADPA peak absorption (at 378 nm) at different 
reaction times and time zero, respectively.  The observation of a linear relationship between ln 
(At/A0) and reaction time indicates that the consumption of ADPA followed first-order rate law.  
Accordingly, an average [1O2] in solution could be extracted using the reaction rate kr (8.2 × 107 
M-1⋅s-1) for ADPA + 1O2.3     
 
 
Figure 5.1  (a) UV-Vis absorption spectra of ADPA over the course of the reaction with 1O2.  
Inset shows the linearity of ln (At/A0) against reaction time, where At and A0 are the absorbance at 
378 nm at different times and time zero; and (b) the linear relationship between the emission 
intensity of airborne 1O2 and the concentration of 1O2 in solution determined using ADPA trapping.  
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During each experiment, emission of airborne 1O2 was continuously monitored.  Figure 5.2 b 
presents the correlation between the output of the emission detector and the corresponding ADPA-
calibrated [1O2] in solution.  It shows that [1O2] in solution increases linearly with the growth of 
airborne 1O2 emission.  The calibration curve crosses the x-axis at ~ 50 mV.  This indicates a 
threshold airborne concentration below which all of the 1O2 quenched in bubbles and/or during 
diffusion before reaching aqueous substrates.  In the experiment of guanine and 9MG, the 
calibration curve of Figure 5.1 b was used to determine [1O2] in the solution-phase reaction.  
5.3  Results and discussion  
5.3.1 1O2 oxidation of guanine 
The oxidation of guanine was minor, if any, at pH 3.0 and 7.0, as revealed by real-time mass 
spectra (Figure 5.2).  All ion peaks have remained constant relative abundances throughout the 1-
hour reaction, of which m/z 152 correspond to [G + H]+ and all the rest were found to arise from 
background.  UV-Vis absorption measurements (spectra now shown) did not show any changes in 
spectra, either.     
 
		
Figure 5.2  MS spectra recorded for (a) guanine + 1O2 at pH 3.0 and (b) at pH 7.0. 
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Figure 5.3  (a) MS measurement for the reaction of guanine + 1O2 at pH 10.0, where the inset 
shows product yields along the reaction time; (b) CID MS of product ions, where m/z for primary 
ions is marked in blue; (c) fluorescence spectra and the plot of ln (Ft/F0) vs. reaction time where 
Ft and F0 are the 343 nm emission intensity at different time and time zero; and (d) the plot of ln 
[G – H]–t % vs. [1O2]ave·t, where [G – H]–t % is the relative abundance of reactant ion in the MS, 
and [1O2]ave is the averaged [1O2] over time t. 
 
The reaction became remarkable at pH 10.0, leading to the formation of products at m/z 154, 
156, 182 and 200 (highlighted in the mass spectra of Figure 5.3 a).  All products were scrutinized 
to be 1O2-specific.  The structures of these products were characterized by CID MS/MS, and the 
results are given in Figure 5.3 b.  m/z 182 and 156 are attributed to deprotonated Sp and Gh, 
respectively.  The assignments were based on the comparison of our negative CID product mass 
spectra with the CID mass spectra of the same compounds reported in the positive ion mode.4  The 
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molecular ion peaks of [Sp – H]– and [Gh  H]–and their major fragmentation ions could match 
their counterpart peaks at [m/z + 2]  in the positive ESI MS of [Sp + H]+ and [Gh + H]+,4b, 4c, 5 
respectively.  In addition, major fragments of [Sp – H]– and [Gh  H]– could all be explained by 
the partial structures shown in the inset of Figure 5.3 b.  We have attributed m/z 154 to deprotonated 
Ghox on the basis of the fact that its fragment ions resemble those of Gh but shift to lower m/z by 
2 units.  Ghox was presumed to form in the secondary reaction of OG with 1O2.6  But OG itself was 
not detected in the experiment, most likely owing to its higher reactivity towards 1O2 than guanine.  
Note that OG was a minor product in the photooxidation of guanine, too.4b, 7  We have tentatively 
attributed m/z 200 to a deprotonated intermediate gem-diol,8 which is the precursor for forming 
[Gh – H]– (see Figure 3.6).  The major CID products of [gem-diol – H]– correspond to water 
elimination at m/z 182 and the formation of [Gh – H]– at m/z 156 via decarboxylation; and the 
other product ions were most likely generated from the secondary fragmentation of [Gh – H]–.  An 
alternative structure for m/z 200 could be deprotonated 4-carboxyGh, formed by ring opening of 
[gem-diol – H]– at N1-C6 with a concurrent proton transfer.16, 48  We were not able to distinguish 
[gem-diol – H]– and [4-carboxyGh – H]– in the experiment; however, this would not affect the 
analysis of reaction kinetics, since [gem-diol – H]– and [4-carboxyGh – H]– may interconvert and 
they are the last two intermediates prior to forming [Gh – H]–.  Our detection of [gem-diol – H]– 
and/or [4-carboxyGh – H]– supports the formation mechanism for [Gh – H]– in Figure 3.6.4a, 8   
The inset of Figure 5.3 a plots the changes of individual product yields ( = 
producti
∑ (reactant + producti)i
%) 
over the reaction time.  The intensities of [Gh – H]– and [gem-diol – H]–/[4-carboxyGh – H]– were 
lumped together into one group.  At the end of the reaction, product branching ratios are [Sp – H]– 
= 0.70 : ([gem-diol – H]– + [Gh – H]–) = 0.23 : [Ghox – H]– = 0.07.  The domination of [Sp – H]– 
under basic conditions is consistent with the previous experimental and theoretical studies.4b, 8a  
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The time scale of our experiment was in the range to catch the start of the conversion from [gem-
diol – H]–/[4-carboxyGh – H]– to [Gh – H]–.  By the end of the reaction, 20% of [gem-diol – H]–
/[4-carboxyGh – H]– were converted to [Gh – H]–.  
Psciuk and Schlegel have calculated the pKa values for all oxidation intermediates and products 
(including OG, OGox, 5-OHOG, gem-diol, 4-carboxyGh, Sp and Gh) of 9MG.8b  Their results 
suggest that all intermediates and products are deprotonated at pH 10.0 and thus could be detected 
by negative ESI MS efficiently.  The oxidation of guanine at pH 10.0 was also monitored by the 
fluorometer (Figure 5.3 c).  The fact that the ESI-MS-measured kinetics is consistent with the 
fluorescence measurement (vide infra) has validated our measurements.  UV-Vis absorption was 
also measured throughout the reaction; but the overlapping of reactant and product absorption 
bands prevented the measurement of kinetics. 
Reaction PESs The first four lowest-energy conformers for each of neutral, protonated and 
deprotonated guanine in aqueous solution are depicted in Figure 5.4, along with their relative 
energies and populations calculated at SMD-ωB97XD/6-31+G(d,p).  9H-keto represents the most 
stable neutral structure in aqueous solution.9  This structure is 0.04 eV lower in energy than the 
7H-keto tautomer.  The two tautomers differ in which of the N9 and N7 positions carries an H 
atom, and the latter becomes predominant in the gas phase.9b, 10  [G + H]+_1, with N7-protonation 
of 9H-keto, represents the dominating conformation of protonated guanine with a percentage 
population of 89%; while [G – H]–_1 (with N1-deprotonation of 9H-keto, 44% population) is the 
stable deprotonated structure.  We used these global minima conformers as starting structures in 
reaction coordinate calculations, and calculated all three of the neutral, protonated and 
deprotonated systems at the SMD-ωB97XD/aug-cc-pVQZ//SMD-ωB97XD/6-31+G(d,p) levels.  
Our calculations were focused on the initial 1O2 addition and the formation of end product from 
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late intermediates.  For the purpose of comparison, the PESs for different ionization states are 
plotted together in the two frames of Figure 5.5, and could be distinguished by different colors.  
The major PES results are described below:     
 
 
Figure 5.4  Calculated conformers of neutral, protonated and deprotonated guanine and 9MG.  
Relative energies (eV, including thermal corrections at 298 K) were evaluated at SMD-




Figure 5.5  PESs for the reactions of 1O2 with protonated (red), neutral (black) and 
deprotonated (blue) guanine, with thermal corrections at 298 K.  All structures were calculated at 
SMD-ωB97XD/aug-cc-pVQZ//SMD-ωB97XD/6-31+G(d,p), except for TS3b+ that was 
calculated at SMD-ωB97XD/aug-cc-pVQZ//PCM-B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p) to avoid convergence 
failure.  Energies of 1O2 and early-stage TSs and intermediates were corrected by approximate spin 
projection.  For TSs, the corresponding reaction pathways are indicated by red displacement 
vectors.  TS2 with asterisks are water-assisted proton transfer. 
 
1)  The early-stage oxidation of guanine in solution is similar to its counterpart system in the 










































































































































































































































→ 8-hydroperoxide → 5-OHOG, as presented in the top frame of Figure 5.5.  Of the different 
ionization states, the reaction of [G + H]+ bears the highest activation barriers, followed by that of 
the neutral system.  The reaction of [G  H] is the most energetically favorable, which agrees 
with the pH dependence observed in the experiment, i.e., nonoxidative in acidic or neutral solution 
vs. oxidative in basic solution.   
2)  Another consequence arising from the different ionization states of guanine concerns the 
1O2 addition.  A closed-shell calculation for [G + H]+ + 1O2 has led to the formation of a 5,8-
endoperoxide [5,8-OO-G + H]+ via a concerted 1O2 addition with a TS of 0.05 eV above reactants.  
However, the same TS connects to an 8-peroxide [8-OOG + H]+ in the open-shell, broken-
symmetry calculation, with the barrier height of 0.54 eV above reactants and a 〈S2〉 value of 1.01; 
and [8-OOG + H]+ then converts to [5,8-OO-G + H]+ via TS2+ (0.34 eV).  〈S2〉 is 0.48 at TS2+, 
and diminishes to zero at [5,8-OO-G + H]+.  [5,8-OO-G + H]+ subsequently transforms into [8-H-
8-OOHG + H]+ and [8-OOHG + H]+ via water-assisted proton transfer for which it is less likely 
to involve very high energy barriers.  Alternatively, [8-OOHG + H]+ may form directly from [8-
OOG + H]+, but with a barrier height calculated to be 0.67 eV above [8-OOG + H]+ in the gas 
phase.10  We did not consider the O-O bond opening of [5,8-OO-G + H]+ in our PES calculations, 
since that involves a high-energy barrier both in the presence12 and in the absence of water.10      
Different than the protonated case, both closed- and open-shell calculations of neutral and 
deprotonated guanine favor the 1O2 addition to C8, resulting in closed-shell 8-OOG (-0.14 eV) and 
[8-OOG – H]– (-0.70 eV), respectively.  The formation of [8-OOG – H]– was confirmed in our 
direct dynamics trajectory simulations for [9MG – H]– + 1O2 in the gas phase.11  Stepwise 1O2 
addition with the initial formation of an 8-OOG intermediate was also reported in the work of 
Schlegel et al.13 and Dumont et al.,12, 14 in which both the isolated entity and the nucleobase within 
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the B-DNA helix have been calculated.  8-OOG and [8-OOG – H]– undergo water-assisted proton 
transfer via TS2 (-0.06 eV) and TS2– (-0.57 eV), producing 8-H-8-OOHG and [8-H-8-OOHG – 
H]–, respectively.  Downhill, 8-H-8-OOHG/[8-H-8-OOHG – H]– may transfer the C8-H atom to 
N9, producing 8-OOHG/[8-OOHG – H]– .  Finally, an H atom transfer from N1 (or N9) of neutral, 
protonated or deprotonated 8-OOHG to the C8-OOH terminal, followed by elimination of a water, 
would lead to the formation of OGox, [OGox + H]+ or [OGox – H].  According to the theoretical 
study on the 1O2 oxidation of guanine by Schlegel et al.,13  no significant barriers would be 
expected for these transformations. 
Schlegel et al.13 have suggested the interconversion from 8-OOG to 4,8-OO-G.  We have 
therefore calculated this pathway for both 8-OOG and [8-OOG – H]–.  But the resulting energy 
barrier is 0.18 eV above 8-OOG or 0.35 eV above [8-OOG – H]–, rendering it energetically less 
favorable; so we did not include this pathway in our PES.    
3) We have calculated the barrier for [OGox – H] + H2O  [5-OHOG – H] in the gas phase, 
and found that the barrier is 2.8 eV below the starting reactants.10  On the basis of the similar 
reactions of OGox in different ionization and reaction conditions, we tend to assume that the 
pathway leading from OGox to 5-OHOG should be facile in solution, too.   
4)  Finally, the formation of end products from 5-OHOG is pH-dependent.  Schlegel et al. 
have reported the formation pathways of gem-diol, Gh and Sp from 5-OHOG under different 
conditions using the IEF-PCM/B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ//B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p) method.8a  We have 
adopted their calculated pathways, and refined reaction energetics at the SMD-ωB97XD/aug-cc-
pVQZ//SMD-ωB97XD/6-31+G(d,p) levels of theory.  The results are summarized in the bottom 
frame of Figure 5.5.  Protonated [5-OHOG + H]+ (N1-protonated) may convert into [Sp + H]+ via 
TS3a+ (1.43 eV above [5-OHOG + H]+) or into [gem-diol + H]+ via TS3b+ (0.85 eV above [5-
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OHOG + H]+).  The latter transformation needs the aid of two water molecules, one is reactive and 
the other is catalytic as found by Schlegel et al. 8a 
Neutral 5-OHOG may transfer a proton from C5-OH to N1, and the resulting tautomer lowers 
TS3a to 0.30 eV below TS3b, favoring the formation of Sp over gem-diol.  Similar to 5-OHOG, 
[5-OHOG – H]– (deprotonated at N9) adopts an intramolecular proton transfer from C5-OH to N9 
to enhance the product channel of [Sp – H]–, i.e., TS3a– is 0.54 eV lower than TS3b–.  Our 
calculations with the different DFT method have reproduced the pH-dependent formation of Sp 
vs. Gh predicted by Schlegel et al.  Such theoretical predication complies with our experimental 
product branching ratio of [Sp – H]/[Gh – H].  [gem-diol – H]– would ultimately undergo ring 
rupture to form [4-carboxyGh – H]–, followed by decarboxylation to [Gh – H]–.8a  In our 
experiment, no more than 20% of [gem-diol – H]– was converted into [Gh – H]– within 40 minutes.  
Apparently our reaction system was trapped within the potential well of gem-diol for some time 
before it crossed over the exit-channel barriers.  
Kinetics Guided by the PES analysis, the oxidation of guanine in basic solution consists of 
the following steps:  
Step (1): [G – H]– + 1O2 ⇌k1
–
k-1–
  [8-OOG – H]–     ∆Hr1 
	– = – 0.70 eV and Ea1
	– = 0.07 eV   
  (2):  [8-OOG – H]–  [8-H-8-OOHG – H]–   ∆Hr2 
	– = – 0.38 eV       
  (3): [8-H-8-OOHG – H]–  [8-OOHG – H]–   ∆Hr3 
	– = – 0.74 eV       
  (4):  [8-OOHG – H]–   [OGox – H]– + H2O   ∆Hr4 
	– = – 2.38 eV       
  (5): [OGox – H]– + H2O   [5-OHOG – H]–   ∆Hr5 
	– = – 0.67 eV       
  (6a): [5-OHOG – H]–   [Sp – H]–     ∆Hr6a 
	– = – 0.71 eV       
  (6b):  [5-OHOG – H]– + H2O   [gem-diol – H]–  ∆Hr6b 
	– =  0.35 eV       
Step (1) is an elementary reaction, and the reverse direction may be discounted since the reverse 
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barrier is 0.70 eV higher than the forward one.  Steps (2) and (3) are water-assisted proton transfer, 
and (4) and (5) are the interconversion from [8-OOHG – H]– to [5-OHOG – H]–.  None of these 
steps have barriers above the starting reactants, and therefore they are expected to happen readily.  
[5-OHOG – H]– is the last intermediate before transformations to end products via steps (6a) and 
(6b).  This intermediate was detected only in the low-temperature oxidation of a modified 
guanosine, and quickly rearranged into Sp upon warming to room temperature.15  Thus it is 
reasonable to assume that steps (6a) and/or (6b) are also facile.  It follows that the 1O2 oxidation 
of [G – H]– could be treated as a first-order consecutive reaction,16 of which step (1) is the rate-
limiting.  The overall kinetics could be described by:  
d [G – H]–
dt
 = k1
	– [G – H]– [1O2]																																																																																													(5.1) 
and its integrated form:  
ln [G – H]–t %  = ln	
[[G – H]–]t
[[G – H]–]t + [[Sp – H]–]t + [[gem-diol – H]–]t + [[Ghox – H]–]t
 = – k1
	–[1O2]ave ·t   (5.2) 
where [[G – H]–]t, [[Sp – H]–]t, [[gem-diol – H]–]t and [[Ghox – H]–]t are the concentrations of the 
reactant and the products, and [G – H]–t % the relative abundance of the reactant ion at reaction 
time t, and [1O2]ave was averaged over the integration period from 0 to t.  The concentration of [Gh 
– H]– was lumped into that of [gem-diol – H]–.  As shown in Figure 5.3 d, the plot of ln [G – H]–t 
% vs. [1O2]ave·t fits into a linear relationship, from which a value of 3.2  107 M-1·s-1 was extracted 
for k1
	–.  Rate constants of forming [Sp – H]– and [gem-diol – H]– may be estimated from the product 
branching ratios, that is, 2.2  107 M-1·s-1 for [Sp – H]– and 0.7  107 M-1·s-1 for [gem-diol – H]–.  
The interconversion between [Gh – H]– and [Sp – H]– would happen on timescales from days to a 
week,17 and thus was not considered here. 
The kinetics for [G – H]– + 1O2 was also analyzed on the basis of the changes of the [G – H]– 
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emission intensity over the reaction time, as shown in the inset of Figure 5.3 c.  The fluorescence-
measured k1
	– is 3.6  107 M-1·s-1.  Based on the cross-checking between MS and fluorescence 
measurements, the relative uncertainty for the k1
	– measurement is within ±10%.  Since guanine is 
oxidizable only in its deprotonated form, the rate constant measured at pH 10.0 represents the 
actual rate constant for [G – H]–.   
5.3.2 1O2 oxidation of 9MG 
9MG was found to be much more reactive with 1O2 than guanine.  We have observed the 
oxidation of 9MG at all different pH, albeit the reaction was still slow under acidic and neutral 
conditions.  At pH = 3.0, oxidation product was observed only at m/z 172 in the mass spectra of 
Figure 5.6, which could be attributed to [9MGh + H]+.  Different than the case for [G – H]– + 1O2 
where both [Gh – H]– and its precedent intermediate [gem-diol – H]– were detected in mass spectra 
(Figure 5.3 a), [gem-9Mdiol + H]+ (m/z 216) was missing in Figure 5.6, indicating that the 
conversion of [gem-9Mdiol + H]+ becomes much faster.  Such pH-dependent difference is since 
the activation barrier leading from gem-diol to Gh decreases under acidic conditions.  Based on 
the IEF-PCM/ B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ//B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p) calculations,8a the exit barrier to [Gh 
+ H]+ is only half of that to neutral Gh.     
The major oxidation products of neutral 9MG include 9MGhox (m/z 170), 9MGh (m/z 172), 
9MSp (m/z 198) and gem-9Mdiol (m/z 216), all of which were detected in protonate forms in 
positive ESI MS (Figure 5.7 a).  CID mass spectra of these product ions were reported in Figure 
5.7 b.  Their fragmentation features are consistent with the positive ESI MS/MS of free Sp and Gh 
reported by the Burrow group,4b, 4c, 5, 18 except for the fragments at [m – 9] which may come from 
secondary reactions during collisions of precursor ions.  The product branching ratio of 9MSp vs. 
(gem-9Mdiol + 9MGh) is 1.4 : 1 at the end of the measurement.  
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Figure 5.6  MS measurement for the reaction of 9MG + 1O2 at pH 3.0.  For a clear presentation 
of product signals, the scale for ion abundance was plotted only up to 0.4.  Inset shows the plot of 
ln [9MG + H]+t % vs. [1O2]ave·t, where [9MG + H]+t % is the relative abundance of reactant ion, 
and [1O2]ave is the averaged [1O2] over time t.   
 
There is another minor product observed at m/z 201 for neutral 9MG.  We were not able to 
determine its structure in the present experiment.  But it is worth mentioning that the CID pattern 
of m/z 201 resembles that of 5-carboxamido-5-formamido-2-iminohydantoin (2Ih). 65  The latter 
was reported in the reactions of guanine and guanosine with ·OH18-19 and dimethyldioxirane.20  
Similar to guanine, 9MG underwent profound oxidation at pH 10.0.  The oxidation products of 
[9MG – H]– and their CID results, presented in Figure 5.8 a and Figure 5.8 b, are similar to their 
guanine analogues with the only difference being that deprotonated 8-oxo-7,8-dihydro-9-
methylguanine ([9MOG – H]–) was detected in the oxidation of [9MG – H]–.  OG is the major 
oxidation product of guanine nucleobase within double-stranded DNA.15a, 21  The CID products of 
[9MOG – H]– was found to follow the same dissociation pathways as those of [OG + H]+.22  Final 
branching ratio is [9MSp – H]– : ([gem-9Mdiol – H]– + [9MGh – H]–) : ([9MGhox – H]– + [9MOG 
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at pH 8.6.4b  Compared to that for [G – H]–, 9-methyl substitution of guanine increases the ratio of 
[9MSp – H]– / ([gem-9Mdiol – H]– + [9MGh – H]–) by a factor of 2.5.  
 
 
Figure 5.7  (a) MS measurement for the reaction of 9MG + 1O2 at pH 7.0.  For a clear 
presentation of product signals, the scale for ion abundance was plotted only up to 0.4.  Inset shows 
product yields along the reaction time; (b) CID MS of product ions, where m/z for primary ions is 
marked in blue (or red); and (c) plot of ln [9MG + H]+t % vs. [1O2]ave·t, where [9MG + H]+t % is 
the relative abundance of reactant ion in the MS, and [1O2]ave is the averaged [1O2] over time t. 
 
9MG showed fluorescence only at pH 3.0 (λem = 369 nm when excited at 290 nm).  But the 
change of the emission intensity was insignificant throughout the reaction, and the signal-to-noise 
ratio was insufficient for kinetic analysis.  UV-Vis spectroscopy was not able to detect absorbance 
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Figure 5.8  (a) MS measurement for the reaction of 9MG + 1O2 at pH 10.0, where the inset 
shows product yields along the reaction time; (b) CID MS of product ions, where m/z for primary 
ions is marked in blue; (c) UV-Vis absorption spectra and plots of ln (At/A0) vs. reaction time, 
where At and A0 are the absorbance at 268 nm at different times and time zero; and (d) plots of ln 
[9MG – H]–t % vs. [1O2]ave·t, where [9MG – H]–t % is the relative abundance of reactant ion in MS, 
and [1O2]ave is the averaged [1O2] over time t. 
 
of 9MG absorbance at pH 10.0 as shown in Figure 5.8 c.  The bleaching of 9MG absorption at 241 
– 288 nm was accompanied by the increasing of product absorption in the ranges of 220  241 nm 
and 288  450 nm, with isosbestic points located at 241 and 288 nm.   
Reaction PESs The SMD-ωB97XD/6-31+G(d,p)-calculated conformers for neutral, 
protonated and deprotonated 9MG are given in Figure 5.4.  All minimum-energy conformers are 
overwhelmingly predominant (nearly 100%) in the respective series, and resemble their guanine 
counterparts in structures except that N9 is capped with a methyl group.  As a result, the PES 
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Figure 5.9  PESs for the reactions of 1O2 with protonated (red), neutral (black) and 
deprotonated (blue) 9MG, with thermal corrections at 298 K.  All structures were calculated at 
SMD-ωB97XD/aug-cc-pVQZ//SMD-ωB97XD/6-31+G(d,p), except for TS3b+ that was 
calculated at SMD-ωB97XD/aug-cc-pVQZ//PCM-B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p) to avoid convergence 
failure.  Energies of 1O2 and early-stage TSs and intermediates were corrected by approximate spin 
projection.  For TSs, the corresponding reaction pathways are indicated by red displacement 
vectors.  TS2 with asterisks are water-assisted proton transfer. 
 
profiles for 9MG + 1O2 in Figure 5.9 are nearly identical to those for G + 1O2.  Here only the 







































































































































































































barriers for 9MG (i.e. TS1 for 1O2 addition) are lowered by ~ 0.05 eV compared to guanine.  As a 
result, 9MG becomes more reactive; 2) as described in Section 5.3.1, 8-peroxides of neutral and 
deprotonated guanine may undergo successive water-assisted proton transfer from N9 to the 
peroxide terminal.  This pathway becomes forbidden with N9-methylation.  Instead, 8-OO9MG 
converts to 8-H-8-OOH9MG and/or 8-OOH9MG via protonation and deprotonation, and [8-
OO9MG – H]– converts to [8-OOH9MG – H]– without the intermediacy of [8-H-8-OOH9MG – 
H]–;  3) For [9MG – H]– + 1O2, the barrier of TS3a–  leading to [Sp – H]– is 1.07 eV above [5-
OHOG – H]–, and that of TS3b– to [gem-diol – H]– is 1.61 eV.  For the [9MG – H]– system, TS3a– 
and TS3b– become 0.79 and 1.45 eV above [5-OH9MOG – H]–, respectively.  The barrier to [9MSp 
– H]– reduces remarkably, making the branching to [9MSp – H]– more favorable with respect to 
[gem-9Mdiol – H]–.         
Kinetics The PES for [9MG + H]+ + 1O2 indicates two barriers TS1+ and TS2+ above the 
reactants, which correspond to the following two consecutive elementary steps:  
[9MG + H]+ + 1O2 ⇌k1
+
k-1+
  [8-OO9MG + H]+              (5.3)  
[8-OO9MG + H]+ 
k2
+
→ [5,8-OO-9MG + H]+            (5.4)  
We have estimated from the relative barrier heights that the rate constant for the reverse direction 
of reaction (5.3) is two orders of magnitude lower than that of reaction (5.4).  Thus the oxidation 
kinetics for [9MG + H]+ could be approximated as: 
d [9MG + H]+
dt
k1
+ [9MG + H]+ [1O2]																																																																														 (5.5) 
and 
ln [9MG + H]+t % – k1
+[1O2]ave ·t                (5.6) 
Similar kinetic equations may be obtained for the oxidation of neutral and deprotonated 9MG: 
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ln 9MGt % – k1
 [1O2]ave ·t                   (5.7) 
ln [9MG – H]–t % – k1
 –[1O2]ave ·t                 (5.8) 
Eqs. (5.6)  (5.8) are plotted in Figures 5.6  5.8, using the MS and/or UV-Vis measurement 
results.  The measured rate constants are 3.6  105 M-1·s-1 at pH 3.0, 1.2  106 M-1·s-1 at pH 7.0 and 
4.6  4.9  107 M-1·s-1 at pH 10.  Note that on the basis of 9MG pKa values (pK1 = 3.11 and pK2 = 
9.56),23 the 9MG solution is composed of [9MG + H]+ (56%) + 9MG (44%) at pH 3.0, 9MG 
(100%) at pH 7.0, and 9MG (27%) + [9MG – H]– (73%)  at pH 10.0.  Considering that the rate 
constant measured at pH 3.0 is only 30% of that at pH 7 and that the pH 3 solution contains 44% 
of neutral 9MG, it could be inferred that the oxidation observed at pH 3 was actually contributed 
from the reaction of neutral 9MG (note neutral products were protonated in the positive ESI MS).  
If follows that the reaction of [9MG + H]+ + 1O2 is negligible.  Populations-corrected rate constants 
and product branching ratios are summarized in Table 5.3.   
We have calculated the rate constants for the initial 1O2 addition using thermodynamic 
transition state theory (TST):24   







where σ is the reaction path degeneracy, kB is the Boltzmann’s constant, T is the reaction 
temperature, h is the Planck’s constant, and G0,≠ (T) represents the standard Gibbs free energy of 
activation.  The volume change at the TS was set to zero in calculations using the solution-phase 
approximation.16a  All of the energetics and frequencies were extracted from open-shell spin-
projected DFT calculations.  Results are summarized in Table 5.4.  It turns out that the TST theory 
was able to predict the pH dependence for the oxidation of guanine and 9MG.  But the calculated 
rate constants based on SMD-ωB97XD/aug-cc-pVQZ energies are lower than the experimental 
values.  The large deviation between the absolute values of experimental and DFT-calculated k1 
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may be attributed to the mixing of the inaccuracy in the DFT calculations of multi-referential 
characters and the experimental uncertainty arising from the low reaction efficiency (< 0.01%).    
 
Table 5.3  Experimental reaction rate constants and product branching ratios 
Ionization state 
Rate constant (M-1·s-1) a Product branching ratio b 
G 9MG G 9MG 
Protonated – – – – 
Neutral – 1.2 × 106 – 
9MSp :  (gem-9Mdiol +  9MGh) : 9MGhox  
= 0.45 : 0.33 : 0.22 
Deprotonated 
3.2 × 107 
3.6 × 107 * 
4.9 × 107 
4.6 × 107 * 
Sp : (gem-diol + Gh) :  Ghox  
= 0.70 : 0.23 : 0.07  
9MSp :  (gem-9Mdiol +  9MGh) : (9MOG  +  9MGhox) 
= 0.72 :  0.09 :  0.19 
a  values marked with asterisks were measured by spectroscopy, and the others were measured by MS; 
b  measured at the end of reactions.  
 




TS1 (eV) k1 (M-1·s-1)a  TS1 (eV) k1 (M-1·s-1)a  
G 9MG G 9MG G 9MG G 9MG 
Protonated 0.54 0.52 1.6 × 10-4 2.6 × 10-4 0.44 0.41 8.8 × 10-3 1.9 × 10-2 
Neutral 0.33 0.26 0.4 1.3 0.18 0.10 1.4 × 102 5.5 × 102 
Deprotonated 0.07 0.03 4.8 × 104 3.6 × 105 -0.09 -0.13 2.1 × 107 1.7 × 108 
 
5.4  Conclusion 
The reaction kinetics of 1O2 with guanine and 9MG in aqueous solution of pH 3.0, 7.0 and 10.0 
were explored, using a newly updated on-line reaction monitoring system consisting of an ESI 
tandem mass spectrometer and UV-Vis absorption and emission spectrophotometers.  All of the 
reactions were found to obey first-order rate law.  On the basis of the populations of different 
ionization states in solutions, the rate constants were determined to be 3.2  3.6  107 M-1·s-1 for 
[G – H]– + 1O2, 1.2  106 M-1·s-1 for 9MG + 1O2 , and 4.6  4.9  107 M-1·s-1 for [9MG – H]– + 1O2.  
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No oxidation was detected for G, [G + H]+, or [9MG + H]+.  The kinetic results have revealed 
strong pH dependence of guanine oxidation and the influence of 9-methyl substitution.  Product 
structures and branching ratios were measured in the experiment, and their formation mechanisms 
were elucidated at the SMD-ωB97XD/aug-cc-pVQZ//SMD-ωB97XD/6-31+G(d,p) level of 
theory.  The oxidation of 9MG under neutral conditions produced 9MSp, gem-9Mdiol, 9MGh, and 
9MGhox.  Similar products were formed in the oxidation of guanine and 9MG in basic solutions, 
and 9MSp became predominant under these conditions.  In addition, the first experimental 
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Singlet O2 Oxidation of Deprotonated Guanine-Cytosine Base Pair 
and Its Entangling with Intra-Base-Pair Proton Transfer  
 
6.1  Introduction 
Note that OdGuo was found as the major oxidation product for the guanine residues in double-
stranded DNA, however, Burrows and co-workers have reported the non-reactivity of the guanine 
residues toward 1O2.1  They claimed that the π stacking around guanine sites sterically hinders the 
cycloaddition of 1O2, and the oxidation products detected in DNA may actually come from Type-
I photooxidation.1-2  On the other hand, Dumont et al. were able to probe the 1O2-oxidation 
intermediates of a 13 base-pair poly(dG-dC) using molecular dynamics simulations.3  
In previous chapters, the 1O2 oxidation dynamics and kinetics of guanine and 9MG were 
investigated in the gas phase and in aqueous solution.  Transient endoperoxides and peroxides of 
guanine and 9MG were captured using guided-ion-beam scattering techniques, oxidation rate 
constants and product branching ratios were determined using online mass spectrometry and 
spectroscopy, and reaction mechanisms were delineated with the aid of direct dynamics 
simulations and reaction PES calculations.  In this chapter, I have extended my experimental and 
theoretical study to the 1O2 dynamics with deprotonated guanine-cytosine base pair ([G·C – H]–) 
in the gas phase.  Compared to isolated nucleobases, [G·C – H]– serves as a more realistic model 
for probing the oxidatively generated damage to DNA residues.  In view of the disputing results 
concerning the 1O2 oxidation of the guanine residues in DNA and the possible influences of π 
stacking, this work was to clarify the intrinsic reactivity of base pair with 1O2 separated from 
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surrounding structures.   
Another profound motivation for this work is that [G·C – H]– suffices an ideal system to model 
the synergetic effects of ionization and oxidation.  When ionizing radiation interacts with living 
organisms, the energy deposited in cells produces abundant low-energy electrons which can be 
captured by DNA.  The process is followed by decay of the transient anions localized on the DNA 
components, the so-called dissociative electron attachment (DEA).4  Accommodation of an extra 
electron into an unoccupied * orbital of cytosine leads to the formation of a transient negative 
ion C*–.  C*– subsequently decomposes by ejecting a neutral H at the N1 position (that would 
otherwise form a link to the sugar-phosphate backbone of DNA),5 leading to the formation of N1-
deprotonated [C – H]–.  When DEA and the ensuing dehydrogenation occur within a GC base 
pair, deprotonated [G·C – H]– is produced.  The study of [G·C – H]– oxidation is thus not only of 
significance to the fundamental understanding of DNA oxidative damage, but also of practical 
interest in understanding the combined effects of radiotherapy and photodynamic therapy for 
cancer.6  Experimentally, the combination of a neutral guanine and a deprotonated cytosine in a 
base pair also provides an opportunity to directly measure the oxidation of neutral guanine in a 
mass spectrometer which might not be possible with a separated neutral guanine.   
One structural complexity of gas-phase [G·C – H]– arises from the mixing of 7H/9H-guanine 
tautomers, i.e., 9HG tautomer (population 24% at 298 K) with the H atoms positioned at N1 and 
N9, and 7HG (69%) with the H atoms at N1 and N7.  Of the two tautomers, 9HG represents the 
correct guanine structure in nucleotide and DNA.  Another complexity concerns with intra-base-
pair proton transfer (PT) that is prompted by the deprotonation of C.7  PT relocates both H atom 
and negative charge within [G·C – H]–; consequently, [G·C – H]– is composed of four low-energy 
isomers (depicted in Figure 6.1), 9HG·[C – H]– and 7HG·[C – H]– that are made by the Watson-
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Crick hydrogen bonding between neutral guanine and [C – H]– and are henceforward referred to 
as conventional base-pair structures,8 and 9HG·[C – H]–_PT and 7HG·[C – H]–_PT that form by 
shuttling the H1 of guanine to the N3 site of [C – H]–,7 and thus are referred to as proton-transferred 
structures.  The pair of conventional and corresponding proton-transferred conformers are nearly 
isoenergetic and interconvert via an insignificant barrier (< 0.1 eV).7a  The oxidation of [G·C – H]– 
would thus entangle with both guanine tautomerization and intra-base-pair PT.  The consequences 
are that the actual ionization state of the guanine moiety hinges on intra-base-pair PT; and the 




Figure 6.1  Low-lying conformers of [GC – H]– and TSs for intra-base-pair PT, presented with 
numbering schemes and nomenclature.  Relative energies (eV) were calculated at ωB97XD/6-
311++G(d,p)//B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) with thermal corrections at 298 K.  Hydrogen bonds are 
shown by dashed lines. 
 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 6.2 describes the key operating 
parameters for measuring ion-molecule reaction of [G·C – H]– with 1O2.  Experimental results of 
reaction cross section and collision energy (Ecol) dependence are discussed in Section 6.3.  
Trajectory results for the intra-base-pair PT and 1O2 oxidation of different [G·C – H]– conformers 
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are presented in Section 6.4.  Section 6.5 discusses conformation-specific PESs and their biological 
implications.  Finally, some conclusions are drawn in Section 6.6. 
6.2  Experimental 
The key operating parameters are summarized below: 
Table 6.1  Key operating parameters for the reaction of [G·C – H]– + 1O2 
 [G·C – H]– [G·C – H]–(H2O) 
Chemicals guanine (98%, Aldrich), 
cytosine (98%, Alfa Aesar), 
sodium hydroxide (0.1 M solution, BDH),  
ethanol (≥ 99.5%, KOPTEC),  
water (HPLC grade, Fisher Scientific) 
ESI flow rate 0.06 mL/h 
Solvent ethanol:water = 3:1  
(volume to volume) 
Concentration 0.5 mM guanine, 1.0 mM cytosine and 0.5 mM NaOH 
ESI bias voltage -2.30 kV 
Capillary voltage -80 V 
Capillary temperature 145 oC 
Skimmer bias voltage -20 V 
Pressure in hexapole 24 mTorr 
Primary ion intensity 110 k counts/s 10 k counts/s 
 
6.3  Experimental results of ion-beam scattering 
The 1O2 reaction with anhydrous [G·C – H]– over an Ecol range of 0.1 – 1.0 eV was first 
performed.  However, no oxidation product was observed at all, except that at high Ecol collision-
induced dissociation (CID) of [G·C – H]– occurred leading to the production of fragment ions [G 
– H]– and [C – H]–.7  The missing of oxidation products for bare [G·C – H]– was not a real surprise 
since similar scenarios have been observed in the 1O2 reactions with bare protonated and 
deprotonated guanine and 9MG ions as described in previous chapters.  All of these systems share 
a common feature that reactions are mediated by endoperoxides and/or peroxides of an imidazole 
ring that are extremely unstable (with lifetime in the range of sub-ps to ps at low Ecol) and decayed 
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Figure 6.2  Conformers and tautomers of low-lying mono-hydrated [G·C – H]–, optimized at 
B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p).  Numbering scheme and nomenclature are presented.  Dashed lines 
indicate hydrogen bonds.  Relative energies (eV, with thermal corrections at 298 K) are calculated 
with respect to the global minimum.  Hydration energies (Ehydration = E(mono-hydrate) – E(H2O) – 
E(bare ion)) are presented in parenthesis.   
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To capture transient products in these oxidation reactions, a reaction routine was devised by 
using hydrated reactant ions as the targets for collisions with 1O2.  The idea was to stabilize nascent 
peroxides on the basis of water evaporation cooling of peroxide products, as the elimination of 
water ligand(s) from hydrate clusters would relax the exothermicity gained from the formation of 
peroxides.  Following the same idea, the 1O2 collisions with mono-hydrated [G·C – H]–(H2O) were 
measured.  Structures of the low-lying conformers of [G·C – H]–(H2O) and their hydration energies 
(Ehydration) are provided in Figure 6.2.  Typical Ehydration is 0.5 – 0.7 eV for reactants and ~ 0.5 eV 
for peroxides.  The latter value is comparable to the reaction enthalpies for the oxidation of [G·C 
– H]– (vide infra).  The fact that the oxidation product for [G·C – H]–(H2O) + 1O2 was indeed 
detected in the experiment has supported our hypothesis.   
Figure 6.3 a shows a representative product ion mass spectrum measured as Ecol = 0.1 eV.  
Product ions were observed only at m/z = 293, which could be attributed to the liberation of the 
water ligand from an O2 adduct of [G·C – H]–(H2O) (m/z = 279).  No peroxide was observed for 
intact [G·C – H]–(H2O), neither for separated [G – H]– or [C – H]– — indicating that the 1O2 
oxidation of [G·C – H]– did not lead to base-pair opening.  Reaction cross section (σreaction) for 
[G·C – H]–(H2O) + 1O2 was plotted in Figure 6.3 b, as a function of the center-of-mass Ecol.  For 
comparison, Figure 6.3 b has included the σreaction for [G – H]–(H2O) and [9MG – H]–(H2O) + 1O2 
obtained from previous chapters.  Absolute uncertainty in cross sections was estimated to be ~ 
20%, arising mostly from the measurement of the 1O2 concentration.  But this source of uncertainty 
did not affect relative cross sections, i.e. relative reactivities among different reactant ions and 
their Ecol dependence, which are of the primary interest here.  Relative uncertainty in cross sections 
was controlled to be less than 10% by averaging multiple sets of measurements.   
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Figure 6.3  a) Product ion mass spectrum for the reaction of [G·C – H]–(H2O) + 1O2 measured 
at Ecol = 0.1 eV, and b) cross sections for the 1O2 reactions with [G·C – H]–(H2O), [G – H]–(H2O) 
and [9MG – H]–(H2O). 
 
The reaction cross sections for [G·C – H]–(H2O), [G – H]–(H2O) and [9MG – H]–(H2O) all 
increase with decreasing Ecol, indicating that these reactions are exothermic with no activation 
barriers above the reactants.  As expected for typical exothermic ion-molecule reactions, these 
reactions are significant only at low collision energies.  The 1O2 reaction with mono-hydrated 
[9MG·C – H]–(H2O) was also measured under the same experimental conditions.  However, the 
σreaction for [9MG·C – H]–(H2O) + 1O2 was too small to allow for a meaningful measurement of 
Ecol dependence.  But the oxidation of [9MG·C – H]– did appear to be exothermic, too. 
The comparison between the oxidation of nucleobases and base pair shows the order of 
reactivity as [G – H]– > [9MG – H]– > [G·C – H]–.  Reaction efficiencies for these systems were 
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estimated as the ratio of σreaction/σcollision, where σcollision was taken as the greater of ion-induced 
dipole capture cross section9 and hard-sphere collision cross section.  The results are 2.3% for [G 
– H]–(H2O), 1.5% for [9MG – H]–(H2O) and 0.6% for [G·C – H]–(H2O) + 1O2 at Ecol = 0.1 eV.  
The respective efficiencies drop to 1.5%, 0.6% and 0.2 % at 0.2 eV.  The fact that the reactivity of 
[9MG – H]– is much lower than that of [G – H]– has explained the extremely low efficiency we 
observed for [9MG·C – H]–(H2O) with 1O2.   
To the best of our knowledge, there was no experimental assessment of the activation barrier 
for the 1O2 oxidation of GC base pair.  The only relevant data was from Dumont et al.’s 
simulations, which predicted an activation barrier (G‡) of 0.27 eV for the 1O2 attack on the 
guanine residue within poly(dG-dC).3b  Our ion-beam experiment has confirmed that the oxidation 
of [G·C – H]– has no barriers above reactants, and the reaction is so exothermic that the amount of 
reaction enthalpy is sufficient to remove a water ligand from the oxidation intermediate.    
6.4  Trajectory results  
The ion-beam experiment measured only the conformer-averaged oxidation outcome of [G·C 
– H]–.  The goal of this work was, however, aimed at elucidating conformation-specific reactivity 
by untangling base-pair oxidation, tautomerization, and intra-base-pair PT.  For a complex system 
like this, use of chemical intuition to predict reactions may prove unreliable, as there may exist 
multiple concurrent and competing processes and the system does not necessarily follow the 
minimum energy reaction path, i.e. the reaction is controlled by dynamics.  In direct dynamics 
simulations, trajectories explore multiple minima in the conformation landscape and reaction PES.  
The motion of base pair and 1O2 is followed, allowing the molecules to show us what their 
preferred reaction pathways are.   
The direct dynamics method dispenses with PES; instead, it calculates energies, force constants 
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and Hessians on the fly using quantum chemistry methods.10  This becomes computationally 
attractive for [G·C – H]–  + 1O2 that contains 21 heavy atoms.  As exemplified by our recent study 
on thermal dissociation and CID of [GC – H]–,7b direct dynamics simulations act as a powerful 
guide for investigating base-pair chemistry. 
6.4.1 Starting [G·C – H]– conformations   
We have calculated sixteen Watson-Crick type conformers and tautomers for [G·C – H]–,7a of 
which the four lowest-lying ones (see Figure 6.1) are within the 0.1 eV energy.  Since the four 
conformers could all exist in the ion-beam experiment, trajectories for [G·C – H]– + 1O2 were 
initiated at each of the four, respectively.  For each starting structure, a batch of 100 trajectories 
was collected.  Ecol for trajectories was set at 0.1 eV, at which energy the experimental cross section 
was largest.  
The seed of the random number generator used for setting up trajectory initial conditions was 
identical.  Each batch of trajectories used the same pseudo-random sequence to sample collision 
parameters (orientations, rotational and vibrational phases, etc.).  As a result, it is easy to compare 
trajectories of different starting structures, because corresponding trajectories from different 
batches have identical initial conditions, apart from the initial conformation being changed.  The 
pseudo-random sampling procedure has minimized a potentially serious problem that may arise 
when reactivity is sharply dependent on one or more collision parameters, since the error from 
inadequate sampling of collision parameter space would be the same for all batches and may cancel 
when comparing different batches.  
Figure 6.4 presents the 1O2 attack positions for the trajectories of 9HG·[C – H]–_PT, where the 
instant of collision was taken as the point for the first closest approach between O2 and 9HG·[C 
– H]–_PT.  The probabilities for the 1O2 collision with guanine, cytosine and intra-base-pair 
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hydrogen bonds are 46%, 21% and 33%, respectively, roughly in proportion to the target sizes.  
Similar distributions were produced in the trajectories of the other three conformers.  This indicates 





Figure 6.4  Collision sites in the trajectories of 9HG·[C – H]–_PT + 1O2.  Percentages in 
parenthesis are the collision probabilities sampled at each region. 
 
6.4.2 Intra-base-pair PT 
One dynamics feature for the [G·C – H]– reactant is intra-base-pair PT along G(N1)–H1–
C(N3),7 with the 298 K equilibrium constant KPT = 2.6 for 9HG·[C – H]– ⇌ 9HG·[C – H]–_PT, 
and 12.8 for 7HG·[C – H]– ⇌ 7HG·[C – H]–_PT.  We have binned the probabilities of PT vs. 
trajectory time in Figure 6.5.  Taking a snapshot at the 200 fs of the trajectories, 10% of the 9HG·[C 
– H]– trajectories (Figure 6.5 a) have transferred H1 once and 1% have transferred H1 twice.  At 
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Figure 6.5  The probabilities of single, multiple and total intra-base-pair PT vs. trajectory time 
for a) 9HG·[C – H]–, b) 9HG·[C – H]–_PT, c) 7HG·[C – H]–, and d) 7HG·[C – H]–_PT.  Bin size 
is 200 fs.  Dark-yellow dashed lines indicate the instant of collision with 1O2. 
 
the same trajectory time, 5% of the 9HG·[C – H]–_PT trajectories (Figure 6.5 b) have experienced 
single PT and 1% have double PT.  The corresponding percentages are 15% and 3% for 7HG·[C 
– H]– (Figure 6.5 c), and 9% and 4% for 7HG·[C – H]–_PT (Figure 6.5 d).  When approaching the 
collision instant (460 ~ 540 fs, indicated by dark-yellow dashed lines), 17 – 28% of 9HG·[C – H]– 
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and 7HG·[C – H]– have single PT, 7% have double PT, and 2 – 3% have PT back and forth three 
times.  For comparison, the percentages are only 12 – 14%, 5% and 1% for 9HG·[C – H]–_PT and 
7HG·[C – H]–_PT.  Apparently, before collision the conventional structures present faster PT than 
the proton-transferred ones.  This trend is particularly remarkable for 7HG·[C – H]– vs. 7HG·[C – 
H]–_PT, because of the relatively large energy difference between the two conformers. 
 
Table 6.2  Intra-base-pair PT probabilities (%) in the collision trajectories of [G·C – H]– with 
1O2 and Ar a 
Starting structure 
1O2 collision at 0.1 eV Ar collision at 3.0 eV Ar collision at 5.0 eV
1 × PT ≥ 2 × PT 1 × PT ≥ 2 × PT 1 × PT ≥ 2 × PT 
9HG·[C – H]–  21 ± 4 13 ± 3 31 ± 5 11 ± 4 18 ± 4 5 ± 2 
9HG·[C – H]–_PT  21 ± 4 26 ± 4 12 ± 4 12 ± 4 10 ± 3 4 ± 2 
7HG·[C – H]–  33 ± 5 30 ± 5 — — — — 
7HG·[C – H]–_PT  17 ± 4 21 ± 4 — — — — 
a Probabilities and uncertainties were calculated on the basis of 100 trajectories for each structure.  Error 
limits are the statistical uncertainties calculated on the basis of the numbers of total trajectories and the 
number of PT trajectories.   
   
After collision, base-pair conformations have been scrambled, and PT thereafter happens 
randomly throughout the remaining trajectory time, without obvious conformation preference.  
The overall intra-base-pair PT results counted at the end of trajectories are reported in Table 6.2.  
The total PT probabilities (the sum of single and multiple) are 34% for 9HG·[C – H]– vs. 47% for 
9HG·[C – H]–_PT, and 63% for 7HG·[C – H]– vs. 38% for 7HG·[C – H]–_PT.  In a previous study, 
we have examined intra-base-pair PT in the collisions of 9HG·[C – H]– and 9HG·[C – H]–_PT 
with Ar at Ecol of 3.0 and 5.0 eV.7b  The results are included in the table.  Considering the similar 
molecular sizes and masses of 1O2 and Ar, the major difference in these collisions is the Ecol used.  
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It turns out that the total PT probability for 9HG·[C – H]– increases from 34% at 0.1 eV to 42% at 
3.0 eV, but then drops to 23% at 5.0 eV.  The total PT probability for 9HG·[C – H]–_PT is 47% at 
0.1 eV, 24% at 3.0 eV, and 14% at 5.0 eV.  Such Ecol-dependence implies that PT is essentially 
driven by the nature of the base pair.  The decreased PT at high Ecol is due to the shorter trajectory 
integration time at higher energies.  Apart from the PT along G(N1)–H1–C(N3), a few trajectories 
have experienced PT along G(N2)–H2–C(O2) and G(O6)–H4–C(N4).7a  But the resulting 
structures are transient and have converted back to staring conformations quickly.  
Finally, we have calculated the ratio of the proton-transferred conformation vs. the 
conventional conformation at various trajectory times, and summarized the results in Table 6.3.  
To figure out what conformation ratios would be expected from a statistical mechanism, we 
calculated the RRKM density of states in the conformers at Ecol = 0.1 eV.  The density of states 
reflects the efficiency with which the different conformers form and their populations if 
interconversion is facile; however, the density of states was calculated under the assumption that 
system energy has been randomized.  The large deviation between trajectory and RRKM-predicted 
conformation ratios has thus implied the non-statistical nature of the short-time collisions.    
 
Table 6.3  Trajectory and RRKM-predicted ratios of proton-transferred structure vs. 




200 fs collision point end of trajectory 
9HG·[C – H]–  0.1 0.15 0.4 
5.5 
9HG·[C – H]–_PT  24.0 10.1 2.9 
7HG·[C – H]–  0.15 0.3 0.7 
> 50 
7HG·[C – H]–_PT  15.7 13.3 3.0 
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6.4.3 Dynamics for 1O2 attack  
 
 
Figure 6.6  A representative non-reactive trajectory for 9HG·[C – H]– + 1O2 simulated at Ecol 
= 0.1 eV.  The top frame shows the changes of system PE and the CM separation between reactants; 
the middle frame shows the change of reactant Ecol, product Erecoil and Erot; and the bottom frame 
shows the variations of hydrogen bond lengths and accompanying PT.  Yellow-shaded area 
indicates the moment when 1O2 collides with 9HG·[C – H]–.   
 
Consistent with the low reaction efficiency measured in the experiment, the trajectory 
probability for guanine oxidation is low.  Of the all 400 trajectories 94% belong to non-reactive, 
direct scattering with only one turning point in the relative motion of the center of masses of base 
pair and 1O2.  A typical direct-scattering trajectory is illustrated in Figure 6.6 for 9HG·[C – H]– + 
1O2.  The top frame presents the changes in system potential energy (PE) and the CM separation 
between collision partners throughout the trajectory.  The middle frame shows the changes in 
product recoil energy (Erecoil) and Erot.  The bottom frame plots the changes in the hydrogen bond 
lengths along G(N1)–H1–C(N3).  The high-frequency oscillations in the PE and the hydrogen 




















































and 1O2 are interacting strongly is 300 fs (highlighted by yellow-shaded area).  At the collision 
instant, the repulsive potential converts Ecol to a combination of PE, Evib and Erot (as indicated by 
the increase of Erot starting at 300 fs).  When the products are scattered, some of the PE is converted 
back to Erecoil, Erot and Evib.  After the collision, the base pair undergoes PT along G(N1)–H1–
C(N3).  
The oxidation trajectories could be grouped into two classes.  The first class corresponds to the 
formation of a 4,8-endoperoxide of guanine via a stepwise addition, as demonstrated in Figure 6.7 
a and b.  For the trajectory of 9HG·[C – H]– + 1O2 in Figure 6.7 a, three instants are important: the 
onset of strong inter-reactant interaction at 700 fs (yellow-shaded area), the point when guanine 
starts to form an 8-peroxide at 900 fs, and the evolution to a 4,8-endoperoxide at 1350 fs (gray-
shaded area).  Formation of 4,8-endoperoxide may occur to both neutral and deprotonated 9HG 
residues, the latter is demonstrated by 9HG·[C – H]–_PT + 1O2 in Figure 6.7 b.  The nascent 4,8-
endoperoxide is rather unstable, and the trajectories swing between 8-peroxide and 4,8-
endoperoxide throughout the remaining time, as indicated by the oscillations of rG(C4)–O and 
rG(C8)–O.  The same stepwise addition mechanism has been observed in the dynamics 
simulations of the 1O2 addition to the guanine residue in B-DNA.3b 
The second class of oxidation trajectories can be characterized by concerted 1O2 addition to 
guanine, which happens exclusively to the 7HG residue as demonstrated in Figure 6.7 c and d.  
The trajectory of 7HG·[C – H]– + 1O2 in Figure 6.7 c is sequential collision and oxidation.  1O2 
attacks 7HG·[C – H]– at 700 fs, followed by the formation of a 5,8-endoperoxide as marked by the 
simultaneous formation of rG(C5)–O and rG(C8)–O bonds at 1400 fs.  The oxidation is 
accompanied by the decrease of PE (implies an exothermic reaction without barriers above 
reactants) and the increase of product Erot by ~ 0.2 eV (not shown).  The trajectory of 7HG·[C – 
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H]–_PT + 1O2 in Figure 6.7 d represents a similar concerted mechanism, except that 1O2 addition 
is direct upon collision: 1O2 impacts the base pair at 700 fs, and the two O synchronously anchor 
to the guanine C5 and C8 within 100 fs.  It was found that 5,8-cycloaddition happens only at the 
times when base pair adopts the 7HG[C – H]–_PT conformation.  
  
 
Figure 6.7  Representative trajectories for the 1O2 oxidation of a) 9HG·[C – H]–, b) 9HG·[C – 
H]–_PT, c) 7HG·[C – H]–, and d) 7HG·[C – H]–_PT, simulated at Ecol = 0.1 eV.  Each set, from 
the top frame, shows the changes of PE and the CM separation between reactants/products, the 
formation of peroxides (see inserted structures), the variations of hydrogen bond lengths, and intra-
base-pair PT.  Yellow-shaded areas indicate the collision moment, and gray-shaded areas show the 
moment when oxidation happens.   
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The oxidation of the cytosine moiety was observed occasionally in the trajectories.  Formation 
of the peroxide of [C – H]– was observed occasionally in the trajectories.  Figure 6.8 shows the 
PESs for the formation of 5’-peroxide of cytosine in 9HG·[C – H]– and 9HG·[C – H]–_PT, 
respectively.  The oxidation of deprotonated C has an activation energy of 0.3 eV, while that of 
neutral C has a barrier of 0.5 eV, rendering 1O2 reactions with cytosine kinetically blocked at low 
Ecol.  We tend to assume that the oxidation of cytosine in the trajectories is an artifact and due to 
an issue with using the quasi-classical method in that Evib was not quantized in molecules.  Lack 
of quantization presumably has an effect on how energy was distributed among vibrational 
modes.11  It is possible that some trajectories have borrowed ZPE to overcome the activation barrier 
for cytosine oxidation.  However, of the 400 trajectories we have simulated, no base-pair opening 






Figure 6.8  PESs for the 1O2 oxidation of the cytosine moiety in 9HG·[C – H]– and 9HG·[C – 
H]–_PT.  All structures were optimized at B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p).  Energies were refined by 
single-point calculations at ωB97XD/6-311++G(d,p) coupled with approximate spin-projection-
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Table 6.4 summarizes the trajectory oxidation products and probabilities.  The last two 
columns are the probabilities sorted on the basis of the base-pair conformations at the time when 
oxidation happened.  Trajectories have revealed three, closely related findings: 1) The 9HG 
residues in the base pair have higher reaction probabilities than the 7HG residues; 2) Proton-
transferred base-pair conformations are more prone to oxidation than their conventional structures; 
3) Oxidation pathways of base pairs resemble those of isolated nucleobases (listed in the last two 
rows in the table); but the reactivities of base pairs decrease dramatically, correctly reproducing 
the experimental trends.   
 
Table 6.4  Trajectories results for the oxidation of [G·C – H]– at Ecol = 0.1 eV  
Starting structure Pathway and product 
Probability (%) a 
Total 
at PT  
conformation 
at conventional  
conformation 
9HG·[C – H]–  
stepwise formation of 4,8-
endoperoxide of guanine 
4 ± 2 2 ± 1 2 ± 1 
9HG·[C – H]–_PT  4 ± 2 4 ± 2 0 
7HG·[C – H]–  
concerted formation of 5,8-
endoperoxide of guanine 
1 ± 1 1 ± 1 0 
7HG·[C – H]–_PT  2 ± 1 2 ± 1 0 
[9MG – H]– 
same as 9HG·[C – H]–/ 
9HG·[C – H]–_PT 
15 ± 3 — — 
[7HG – H]–  same as 7HG·[C – H]–_PT 5 ± 2 — — 
a Probabilities and uncertainties were calculated on the basis of 100 trajectories for each structure. 
 
6.5  Reaction PESs and biological implications  
Guided by the trajectory results, reaction PESs for the different conformers of [GC – H]– were 
constructed at B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p).  Energetics was refined by single-point calculations at 
ωB97XD/6-311++G(d,p) and the approximate spin-projection-based corrections of the 1O2 
excitation energy and the activation barriers for 1O2 addition.  The TSs for stepwise 1O2 addition  
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Figure 6.9  PESs for the 1O2 oxidation of a) 9HG·[C – H]–/9HG·[C – H]–_PT, and b) 7HG·[C 
– H]–/7HG·[C – H]–_PT.  Energies were calculated at ωB97XD/6-311++G(d,p)//B3LYP/6-
311++G(d,p) with approximate spin-projection-based corrections for 1O2 and TS1, except that [8-
OOG·C – H]– was calculated at B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p).  Depicted structures refer to conventional 
conformers.  
 
were calculated to be open-shell with 〈S2〉 = 0.959 – 0.965, but those for concerted addition 
converged to closed-shell structures.  The calculated PESs are able to reproduce oxidation 
intermediates and TSs captured in the trajectories, and reveal the distinctly different mechanisms 
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two pathways that start from the conventional and the proton-transferred structures, respectively.  
The key points of the PESs are as follows:  
1) The energetically most favorable pathway corresponds to 9HG·[C – H]–_PT + 1O2  TS1 
(-0.07 eV)  8-OOG·[C – H]–_PT  TS2 (-0.24 eV)  4,8-OO-G·[C – H]–_PT.  8-OOG·[C – 
H]–_PT may also convert to 8-OOHG·[C – H]–_PT via TS3 (0.01 eV).  It was found that hydration 
of 9HG·[C – H]–_PT lowers the TS3 to -0.18 eV, as the water ligand assists intramolecular PT.12  
On the basis of reaction energetics, all of the 8-OOG·[C – H]–_PT, 4,8-OO-G·[C – H]–_PT and 8-
OOHG·[C – H]–_PT products may have contributed to the experimental products, albeit only the 
first two were captured in the short-time-scale trajectories.  9HG·[C – H]– follows the same 
stepwise pathways as its proton-transferred analogue, but has higher barriers.   
2) The concerted 1O2-cycloaddition is less favorable than the stepwise mechanism.  The 
cycloaddition of 7HG·[C – H]–_PT + 1O2  5,8-OO-G·[C – H]–_PT has an activation barrier of 
0.14 eV.  The barrier increases to 0.25 eV for 7HG·[C – H]–, rendering the oxidation of 7HG·[C 
– H]– less likely at low Ecol.   
3) The NBO13 charge located on the guanine moiety of 7HG·[C – H]–_PT and 9HG·[C – H]–
_PT is -0.87, which facilitates the attack by electrophilic 1O2 on the proton-transferred base-pair 
conformers.    
4) Both experiment and trajectories have revealed a lower reactivity for [G·C – H]– than free 
[G – H]–.  To reveal the origin of this difference, we have compared the rate-limiting activation 
barriers for the 1O2 addition to different guanine structures.  As shown in Table 6.5, the barriers 
for G·[C – H]–_PT are higher than those for the corresponding isolated [G – H]– by ~ 0.15 eV.  
The increased barriers for G·[C – H]–_PT implies that base pairing would to some extent shield 
nucleobases from 1O2 damage.  On the other hand, the conventional conformers G·[C – H]– 
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actually lower the activation barriers compared to neutral G, but its biological implication is 
limited considering that the population of G·[C – H]– is far less than G·[C – H]–_PT. 
 
Table 6.5  Activation barriers (eV) for the 1O2 addition to different guanine structures a 
 9HG·[C – H]– 9HG·[C – H]–_PT 7HG·[C – H]– 7HG·[C – H]–_PT 
ΔE‡ 0.04 -0.07 0.25 0.14 
 9HG [9HG – H]– 7HG [7HG – H]– 
ΔE‡ 0.40 -0.22 0.68 0.00 
a Calculated at ωB97XD/6-311++G(d,p)//B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) with spin-projection corrections.   
 
Table 6.6  Base-pair dissociation energies (Ediss, eV) and barriers (TS‡, eV) for intra-base-pair 
PT a 
Structure Ediss TS‡ Structure Ediss TS‡ 
9HG·[C – H]– 1.69 0.04 7HG·[C – H]– 1.64 0.07 
9HG·[C – H]–_PT 1.72 0.10 7HG·[C – H]–_PT 1.61 0.09 
8-OOG·[C – H]– 1.97 b 0.03 5,8-OO-G·[C – H]– 2.11 0.00 
8-OOG·[C – H]–_PT 1.50 0.18 5,8-OO-G·[C – H]–_PT 1.46 0.17 
4,8-OO-G·[C – H]– 1.97 0.02    
4,8-OO-G·[C – H]–_PT 1.52 0.14    
8-OOHG·[C – H]– 2.17 0.01    
8-OOHG·[C – H]–_PT 1.49 0.17    
a Calculated at B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p).   
b 8-OO-9HG converged to 4,8-OO-9HG upon base-pair separation.   
 
To further examine the consequences of base-pair oxidation, we have compared in Table 6.6 
the base-pair dissociation energy (Ediss) and intra-base-pair PT barriers among different conformers 
and their oxidation products.  Changes in Ediss are mixed.  The oxidation of a conventional structure 
increases Ediss by 0.3 to 0.5 eV, whereas the oxidation of a proton-transferred structure decreases 
Ediss by 0.2 eV.  Another significant consequence concerns the barrier for intra-base-pair PT.  While 
the barriers leading from the conventional structures have remained more or less the same, the 
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barriers leading from the proton-transferred structures have increased by ~ 0.1 eV upon oxidation.  
This finding has been verified by dynamics simulations in that most oxidation products prefer to 
adopt proton-transferred structures at the end of trajectories.   
6.6  Conclusion 
A combined experimental and trajectory study was carried out for gas-phase deprotonated G·C 
base pair with 1O2.  Using guided-ion-beam tandem mass spectrometry, reaction product and cross 
section were measured at various collision energies.  O2 adduct was captured as the only oxidation 
product of the base pair, and the reaction efficiency of the base pair is much less than that of free 
guanine.  Trajectory simulations were initiated at each of the four base-pair conformers 9HG·[C – 
H]–, 9HG·[C – H]–_PT, 7HG·[C – H]–, and 7HG·[C – H]–_PT, aimed to mimic 7H/9H-guanine 
tautomerization and intra-base-pair proton transfer accompanying the reaction.  Trajectories have 
shown successive formation of 8-peroxide and 4,8-endoperoxide of the guanine moiety in the 
oxidation of 9HG·[C – H]– and 9HG·[C – H]–_PT, and concerted formation of 5,8-endoperoxide 
of guanine in the oxidation of 7HG·[C – H]– and 7HG·[C – H]–_PT.  The oxidation prefers to 
occur at the time when the base pair adopts a proton-transferred conformation.  Guided by 
trajectories, conformation-specific reaction PESs were mapped out using ωB97XD/6-
311++G(d,p)//B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) coupled with an approximate spin projection method.  PESs 
have reproduced the relative reactivities of different base-pair conformers and isolated 
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Chapter 7  
From Gas-phase to Aqueous Solution — A Summary of the Thesis 
Work 
 
Gas-phase experiments examined the reactivities from isolated guanine and 9MG to those in 
G·C pair toward 1O2, separated from solvent and counter-ion effects; and the findings have 
provided a basis for understanding the intrinsic reactivity and early-stage reaction dynamics.  The 
solution-phase study has extended the investigation from the gas phase to aqueous solution, with 
focus on the late-stage kinetics evolving from endoperoxides/peroxides and the formation of end 
products.  The combination of parallel gas- and solution-phase study of the same systems has led 
to a panoramic view and improved the understanding of guanine oxidation chemistry.  
Both in the gas phase and in solution, the oxidation of guanine and 9MG is initiated by O2 
adducts formed between 1O2 and the imidazole ring, and the structures of adducts vary with the 
reactant ionization states.  A fact that has complicated the comparison of gas- and solution-phase 
guanine reactions is that guanine comprises 24% of 9H-keto tautomer and 69% of 7H-keto in the 
gas phase.  The respective population becomes 81% and 19 % in aqueous solution.  As a result, 
the dominating deprotonated structure corresponds to N1-deprotonated 7H-keto in the gas phase 
vs. N1-deprotonated 9H-keto in solution.  This directly affects the addition mechanism: gas-phase 
[G – H]– forms a 5,8-endoperoxides via a concert 1O2 addition, whereas solution-phase [G – H]– 
forms an 8-peroxide which may convert to a 4,8-endoperoxide via a stepwise addition.  Different 
deprotonated guanine structures also affect the way in which the 9-methyl substitution modulates 
reactions.  In solution, [9MG – H]– and [G – H]– adopt similar structures, and the reaction 
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efficiency of [9MG – H]– is 40% higher than that of [G – H]–.  In contrast, in the gas phase, 9-
methyl substitution suppressed the oxidizability of [G – H]– by ~ 40% due to the N7H-N9H 
tautomerization.   
  




1O2 addition pathway 
and product 
Trajectory-simulated 
reaction probability (%) a 
Experimental reaction 
efficiency (%) at 0.1 eV
[G + H]
+





1	± 1 2.4% 
[G – H]
–
 [7HG – HN1]
–
 5	± 2 2.4% 
[9MG + H]
+
 [9MG + HN7]
+
 1	± 1 1.3% 
[9MG – H]
–
 [9MG – HN1]
–
 
stepwise formation of 
4,8-endoperoxide  
15	± 3 1.7% 
[G·C – H]– 





9HG·[C – H]–_PT  6	± 2 
7HG·[C – H]–  concerted formation 
of 5,8-endoperoxide  
of guanine 
1	± 1 
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 5,8-endoperoxide —— —— 
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8-peroxide 
—— —— 
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ox











 5,8-endoperoxide —— —— 



























a Probabilities and uncertainties were calculated on the basis of 100 trajectories for each structure. 
 
The conformation-specific reactivity was further revealed from the trajectory study of the four 
low-lying [G·C – H]– tautomers.  First, the 9HG residues in the base pair have higher reaction 
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probabilities than the 7HG residues.  Secondly, proton-transferred base-pair conformations are 
more prone to oxidation than their conventional structures.  Thirdly, oxidation pathways of base 
pairs resemble those of isolated nucleobases regarding the 7H-/9H-tautomerization of guanine, but 
the reactivities of base pairs decrease dramatically, correctly reproducing the experimental trends.   
Another difference between gas- and solution-phase oxidation concerns the ionization state or 
pH dependence.  Protonated and deprotonated guanine (and 9MG) have nearly the same reaction 
efficiencies of forming endoperoxide or peroxide in the gas phase (1.5% for 9MG and 2.5% for 
guanine, measured at Ecol = 0.1 eV).  On the contrary, the solution experiment revealed contrasting 
reaction outcomes at different pH.  The oxidation of guanine/9MG is the most remarkable under 
basic conditions.  The reactions become minor under neutral solutions, and shut down completely 
under acidic conditions.  Similar pH dependence has been observed in the 1O2 oxidation of 
histidine.1  In the latter case, the oxidation of protonated histidine is mediated by 2,5-endoperoxide 
and 5-hydroperoxide of the imidazole ring, which convert to stable imidazolone end product in 
solution; whereas the oxidation of deprotonated histidine involves the formation of 2,4-
endoperoxide and 2-hydroperoxide of imidazole, which evolve to 6-hydroxy-2-oxo-octahydro-
pyrrolo[2,3-d]imidazole-5-carboxylate or cross-link with another histidine.  A common feature for 
the oxidation of guanine and histidine is that all reactions are initiated by the 1O2 addition to an 
imidazole ring, and in general a protonated imidazole ring would lower the -electron density and 
its attraction to 1O2.   
Besides the different mechanism and energetics between protonated and deprotonated systems, 
the solution-phase experiment may favor deprotonated reactants over protonated ones.  As pointed 
out in the calibration of solution-phase [1O2] (see Section 5.2.2), chemically generated 1O2 was 
continuously bubbled into the reaction solution.  1O2 had a longer lifetime in the interior of bubbles 
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(because of the reduced encounters with water) than in bulk solution.  After diffusing into the bulk 
water, 1O2 could travel ~150 nm within a lifetime of ~ 2 μs.2  Hence 1O2 reactions occurred both 
at the air/water interface and in the bulk solution, with a propensity for the air/water interface.  A 
large number of  experiments3 and molecular dynamics simulations4 have verified that cations and 
anions, with all other properties (such as radius) identical, are hydrated differently; and that the 
anions are more likely to accumulate at the water/air interface of water droplets than the cations.  
Particularly, the large polarizable anions are attracted to the outmost molecular layers whereas 
cations remain in the interior of water droplets.  Such specific ion effects at the air/water interface 
may have important consequences for the reactions taking place in the experiment in that it 
enhances the concentrations of deprotonated reactants at the air/water interface and increases their 
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